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Abstract

In the semantics of programming� �nite data types such as �nite lists� have traditionally
been modelled by initial algebras� Later �nal coalgebras were used in order to deal with in�nite
data types� Coalgebras� which are the dual of algebras� turned out to be suited� moreover�
as models for certain types of automata and more generally� for �transition and dynamical�
systems�

An important property of initial algebras is that they satisfy the familiar principle of
induction� Such a principle was missing for coalgebras until the work of Aczel ���		� on
a theory of non
wellfounded sets� in which he introduced a proof principle nowadays called
coinduction� It was formulated in terms of bisimulation� a notion originally stemming from
the world of concurrent programming languages �Milner� ��	�� Park� ��	��� Using the notion
of coalgebra homomorphism� the de�nition of bisimulation on coalgebras can be shown to be
formally dual to that of congruence on algebras �Aczel and Mendler� ��	���

Thus the three basic notions of universal algebra algebra� homomorphism of algebras�
and congruence� turn out to correspond to coalgebra� homomorphism of coalgebras� and
bisimulation� respectively� In this paper� the latter are taken as the basic ingredients of a the

ory called universal coalgebra� Some standard results from universal algebra are reformulated
�using the afore mentioned correspondence� and proved for a large class of coalgebras� leading
to a series of results on� e�g�� the lattices of subcoalgebras and bisimulations� simple coalgebras
and coinduction� and a covariety theorem for coalgebras similar to Birkho��s variety theorem�

AMS Subject Classi�cation ������� �	Q��� �	Q��
CR Subject Classi�cation ������� D����� F����� F����
Keywords � Phrases� Coalgebra� algebra� dynamical system� transition system� bisimulation�
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� Introduction

In the semantics of programming� data types are usually presented as algebras �cf� �LS���	� For
instance� the collection of 
nite words A� over some alphabet A is an algebra

hA�� � � �� � �A�A�		� A�i�

where � maps � �the sole element of the singleton set �  f�g	 to the empty word and a pair ha� wi
to a �w� This example is typical in that A� is an initial algebra� Initial algebras are generalizations
of least 
xed points� and satisfy familiar inductive proof and de
nition principles�
For in�nite data structures� the dual notion of coalgebra has been used as an alternative to

the algebraic approach �AM���� For instance� the set A� of 
nite and in
nite words over A can
be described by the pair

hA�� � � A� � �� � �A�A�		i�

where � maps the empty word to � and a non�empty word to the pair consisting of its head �the

rst letter	 and tail �the remainder	� It is a coalgebra because � is a function from the carrier
set A� to an expression involving A�� that is� � � �A � A�	� as opposed to the algebra above�
where � was a function into the carrier set A�� Again the example is typical because A� is a �nal
coalgebra� which generalizes the notion of greatest 
xed point�
Coalgebras had previously been found to be suitable for the description of the dynamics of

systems such as deterministic automata �cf� �AM��� MA���	� Traditionally these are represented
as tuples

hQ� A� � � Q�A� Q� � � Q� Bi�

consisting of a set of states Q� an input alphabet A� a next state function �� and an output function
� �in addition an initial state is often speci
ed as well	� Alternatively� such an automaton can be
represented as a coalgebra of the form

hQ� � � Q� �QA �B	i�

where QA is the set of all functions from A to Q� and � can be de
ned in an obvious manner from
� and � �and vice versa	� Coalgebras are nowadays also used to describe the behaviour of classes
in object�oriented languages� see �Rei��� and �Jac��b� Jac��c��
Similarly� Peter Aczel uses a coalgebraic description of �nondeterministic transition	 systems

in constructing a model for a theory of non�wellfounded sets �Acz���� Maybe more importantly� he
also introduces a proof principle for 
nal coalgebras called strong extensionality� It is formulated
in terms of the notion of bisimulation relation� originally stemming from the 
eld of concurrency
semantics �Mil��� Par���� Using the notion of coalgebra homomorphism� the de
nition of bisimula�
tion can be shown �AM��� RT��� to be formally dual to that of congruence on algebras� Moreover
one can formulate de
nition and proof principles for 
nal coalgebras �generalizing Aczel�s princi�
ple of strong extensionality	� which are the coalgebraic counterpart of the inductive principles for
initial algebras� and which therefore are called coinductive �RT����
These observations� then� have led to the development in the present paper of a general theory

of coalgebras called universal coalgebra� along the lines of universal algebra� Universal algebra �cf�
�Coh��� MT���	 deals with the features common to the many well�known examples of algebras
such as groups� rings� etc� The central concepts are ��algebra� homomorphism of ��algebras�
and congruence relation� The corresponding notions �RT��� on the coalgebra side are� coalgebra�
homomorphism of coalgebras� and bisimulation equivalence� These notions constitute the basic
ingredients of our theory of universal coalgebra� �More generally� the notion of substitutive relation
corresponds to that of bisimulation relation� hence congruences� which are substitutive equivalence
relations� correspond to bisimulation equivalences�	 Adding to this the above�mentioned observa�
tion that various dynamical systems �automata� transition systems� and many others as we shall
see	 can be represented as coalgebras� makes that we speak of universal coalgebra as a theory of
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systems � We shall go even as far as� at least for the context of the present paper� to consider
coalgebras and systems as synonyms�
The correspondence between the basic elements of the theories of algebra and coalgebra are

summarized in the following table�

Universal algebra� Universal coalgebra�

���	algebra coalgebra  system
algebra homomorphism system homomorphism
substitutive relation bisimulation relation
�congruence relation	 �bisimulation equivalence	

As mentioned above� universal algebra plays a guiding role in the development of universal alge�
bra as a theory of coalgebras � systems	� Much of this involves replacing the central notions
from universal algebra by the corresponding coalgebraic notions� and see whether the resulting
statements can actually be proved� Often� facts on ��algebras turn out to be valid �in their trans�
lated version	 for systems as well� Examples are basic observations on quotients and subsystems�
and the so�called three isomorphism theorems� In other cases� more can be said in the world of
coalgebras about the dual of an algebraically important notion than about that notion itself� For
instance� initial algebras play a role of central importance� Initial coalgebras are usually trivial
but �nal coalgebras are most relevant� A related example� initial algebras are minimal � they
have no proper subalgebras� This property is equivalent to the familiar induction proof principle�
Dually� 
nal coalgebras are simple� they have no proper quotients� which can be interpreted as a
so�called coinductive proof principle�
In a previous paper �Rut���� the above programme has been carried out for one particular

family of systems� unlabelled nondeterministic transition systems �also called frames	� As it
turns out� all observations on such systems apply to many other kinds of systems as well� such as
deterministic and nondeterministic automata� binary systems� and hyper systems� Also the afore
mentioned in
nite data structures� which can be interpreted as dynamical systems as well� are
examples to which the theory applies�
All these di�erent examples can be conveniently described in one single framework� using

�some basic	 category theory� Each of these classes of systems turns out to be the collection of
coalgebras of a particular functor � and di�erent functors are needed for di�erent types of systems�
In that respect� the world of universal algebra is simpler because of the existence of a general�
non�categorical way of describing all ��algebras at the same time� namely as sets with operations�
the type of which is speci
ed by the signature �� �A categorical treatment is also feasible in the
algebraic case� though� see �Man����	
The generality of the coalgebraic theory presented here thus lies in the fact that all results

are formulated for coalgebras of a collection of well�behaved functors on the category of sets and
functions� and thereby apply to a great number of di�erent systems� This number can be seen
to be larger still by varying the category involved� Taking� for instance� the category of complete
metric spaces rather than simply sets allows us to deal with �discrete time	 dynamical systems
�Section ��	�
Some familiarity with the basic elements of category theory� therefore� will be of use when

reading this paper� The notions of category and functor will be assumed to be known� Section
�� has been included to provide some background information� It contains some basic de
nitions�
facts �and notation	 both on sets and functors on the category of sets� and is to be consulted when
needed� The family of �nondeterministic labelled	 transition systems �Kel��� Plo��� will be used
as a running example throughout the 
rst sections of the paper� Moreover� the reader might want
to refer to �Rut���� where many of the present observations are proved in a less abstract way for
this family�
Deep insights about groups are not obtained by studying universal algebra� Nor will universal

coalgebra lead to di�cult theorems about �speci
c types of	 systems� Like universal algebra� its
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possible merit consists of the fact that it �� � � tidies up a mass of rather trivial detail� allowing
us to concentrate our powers on the hard core of the problem�� ��Coh���	� There are maybe two
aspects that we might want to add to this� Firstly� induction principles are well�known and much
used� The coinductive de
nition and proof principles for coalgebras are less well�known by far�
and often even not very clearly formulated� Universal coalgebra o�ers a simple context for a good
understanding of coinduction� Secondly� many families of systems look rather di�erent from the
outside� and so do the corresponding notions of bisimulation� A systematic study of coalgebras
brings to light many sometimes unexpected similarities�
This paper both gives an overview of some of the existing insights in the theory of coalgebras�

and� in addition� presents some new material� Section �� contains a brief description per section
of which results have been taken from the literature� as well as a discussion of related work� In
summary� the present theory was preceded by �Rut���� which at its turn builds on previous joint
work with Turi �RT��� RT���� from which a number of results on 
nal systems is taken� Many
observations that are folklore in the context of particular examples �such as transition systems	
are generalized to arbitrary systems� The section on the existence of 
nal systems is based on
results from Barr �Bar���� The work of Jacobs on a coalgebraic semantics for object�oriented
programming �Jac��b� and coalgebraic speci
cation �Jac��� has greatly in�uenced the sections on
cofree systems�
A synopsis of the contents is given by the second column of the following table� which extends

the one above� Its 
rst column shows the corresponding algebraic notions� �See Section �� for a
discussion on the formal relationship between the algebraic and the coalgebraic notions�	

Universal algebra� Universal coalgebra�

���	algebra coalgebra  system
algebra homomorphism system homomorphism
substitutive relation bisimulation relation

congruence bisimulation equivalence
subalgebra subsystem

minimal algebra minimal system
�no proper subalgebras	 �� �no proper subsystems	
induction proof principle

simple algebra simple system
�no proper quotients	 �no proper quotients	 ��

coinduction proof principle
initial algebra initial system
�is minimal� plus� �often trivial	

induction de
nition principle	

nal algebra 
nal system
�often trivial	 �is simple� plus�

coinduction de
nition principle	
free algebra �used in free system
algebraic speci
cation	 �often trivial	

cofree algebra cofree system �used in
�often trivial	 coalgebraic speci
cation	

variety �closed under subalgebras� variety �closed under subsystems�
quotients� and products	 �� quotients� and products	

de
nable by a quotient
of a free algebra

covariety �closed under subalgebras� covariety �closed under subsystems�
quotients� and coproducts	 quotients� and coproducts	 ��

de
nable by a subsystem
of a cofree system
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Note that this table is not to suggest that the theory of systems is dual to that of algebras� �If
so the paper would end here�	 It is true that certain facts about algebras can be dualized and
then apply to systems� For instance� the fact that the quotient of a system with respect to a
bisimulation equivalence is again a system is dual to the fact that the quotient of an algebra
with respect to a congruence yields again an algebra� However� many notions that are de
ned in
both worlds in the same way� have entirely di�erent properties� Examples are initial algebras and
initial systems� of which the former are of prime interest� Dually� 
nal algebras are usually trivial
whereas 
nal systems have interesting properties� Similarly� free algebras and cofree systems are
important� If AV is an algebra that is free on a given set V � then we think of the elements of
V as variables� with which �equations and therewith	 classes of algebras can be de
ned� The
intuition behind a system SC that is cofree on a set C is rather di�erent� The elements of C
are best thought of as �labels or	 colours� The system SC is in that view a universally �state	
coloured system with the universal property that for any system S �of the same type as SC	 and
any �colouring� f � S � C� there exists a unique colour preserving homomorphism �f � S � SC �
Also SC gives rise to the de
nition of classes of systems� called covarieties� dualizing the notion
of variety of algebras� Covarieties will be characterized in a similar way �Section ��	 to Birkho��s
variety theorem� The paper is concluded with a coalgebraic treatment of one�dimensional discrete
time dynamical systems� In particular� it is shown how the technique of symbolic dynamics in
essence is based on the existence of a cofree coalgebra in the category of complete metric spaces�

� Coalgebras� homomorphisms� and bisimulations

The basic notions of coalgebra� homomorphism� and bisimulation relation are introduced� A
running example for this section will be the family of labelled transition systems� Many more
examples will follow in Section ��
Let F � Set � Set be a functor� An F �coalgebra or F �system is a pair �S� �S	 consisting of

a set S and a function �S � S � F �S	� The set S is called the carrier of the system� also to
be called the set of states � the function �S is called the F �transition structure �or dynamics	 of
the system� When no explicit reference to the functor �i�e�� the type of the system	 is needed� we
shall simply speak of system and transition structure� Moreover� when no explicit reference to the
transition structure is needed� we shall often use S instead of �S� �S	�

Example �� Consider labelled transition systems �S��S � A	� consisting of a set S of states� a

transition relation�S� S�A�S� and a set A of labels �Kel��� HP��� Plo���� As always� s
a
	�Ss

�

is used to denote hs� a� s�i 
�S � De
ne

B�X	  P�A�X	  fV � A�Xg�

for any set X � �We shall see below that B is a functor from Set to Set �	 A labelled transition
system �S��S � A	 can be represented as a B�system �S� �S	 by de
ning

�S � S � B�S	� s �� fha� s�i j s
a
	�Ss

�g�

And conversely� any B�system �S� �S	 corresponds to a transition system �S�A��S	 by de
ning

s
a
	�Ss

� �� ha� s�i 
 �S�s	�

In other words� the class of all labelled transition systems coincides with the class of all B�systems�
�

Let �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 be two F �systems� where F is again an arbitrary functor� A function
f � S � T is a homomorphism of F �systems � or F �homomorphism� if F �f	 � �S  �T � f �

S ��f

��
�S

T

��
�T

F �S	 ��
F �f�

F �T 	�
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Intuitively� homomorphisms are functions that preserve and re�ect F �transition structures �see the
example below	� We sometimes write f � �S� �S	� �T� �T 	 to express that f is a homomorphism�
The identity function on an F �system �S� �S	 is always a homomorphism� and the composition
of two homomorphisms is again a homomorphism� Thus the collection of all F �systems together
with F �system homomorphisms is a category� which we denote by SetF �

Example ��� continued� Let �S�A��S	 and �T�A��T 	 be two labelled transition systems
with the same set A of labels� and let �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 be the corresponding representations as
B�systems� Per de
nition� a B�homomorphism f � �S� �S	� �T� �T 	 is a function f � S � T such
that B�f	 � �S  �T � f � where the function B�f	� also denoted by P�A� f	� is de
ned by

B�f	�V 	  P�A� f	�V 	  fha� f�s	i j ha� si 
 V g�

Note that B is de
ned both on sets and on functions� Moreover� B can be shown to preserve
identities� B��S	  �B�S�� and compositions� B�f �g	  B�f	�B�g	� In other words� B is indeed
a functor� One can easily prove that the equality B�f	��S  �T �f is equivalent to the following
two conditions�

�� for all s� in S� if s
a
	�Ss

� then f�s	
a
	�T f�s

�	�

�� for all t in T � if f�s	
a
	�T t then there is s

� in S with s
a
	�T s

� and f�s�	  t�

Thus a homomorphism is a function that is transition preserving and re�ecting� �

An F �homomorphism f � S � T with an inverse f�� � T � S which is also a homomorphism is
called an isomorphism between S and T � As usual� S  T means that there exists an isomorphism
between S and T � An injective homomorphism is called monomorphism� Dually� a surjective
homomorphism is called epimorphism� Given systems S and T � we say that S can be embedded
into T if there is a monomorphism from S to T � If there exists an epimorphism from S to T � T is
called a homomorphic image of S� In that case� T is also called a quotient of S�

Remark �� The above de
nitions are su�cient for our purposes but� more generally� monomor�
phisms could be de
ned as homomorphism that are mono in the category SetF � that is� homo�
morphisms f � S � T such that for all homomorphisms k � U � S and l � U � S� if f � k  f � l
then k  l� Clearly injective homomorphisms are mono� One can show that for a large class of
functors� the converse of this statement holds as well� A dual remark applies to epimorphisms�
Further details are given in Proposition ���� �

The following properties will be useful�

Proposition �� Every bijective homomorphism is necessarily an isomorphism�

Proof� If f � �S� �S	� �T� �T 	 is an F �homomorphism and g � T � S is an inverse of f then

�S � g

 F �g	 � F �f	 � �S � g

 F �g	 � �T � f � g

 F �g	 � �T �

thus g is a homomorphism� �

Lemma �� Let S� T � and U be systems� and f � S � T � g � S � U � and h � U � T any
functions�

�� If f  h � g� g is surjective� and f and g are homomorphisms� then h is a homomorphism�

�� If f  h � g� h is injective� and f and h are homomorphisms� then g is a homomorphism�

�



Proof� We prove ��� the proof of �� is similar� Consider u 
 U and let s 
 S be such that
g�s	  u� Then

F �h	 � �U �u	

 F �h	 � �U � g�s	

 F �h	 � F �g	 � �S�s	

 F �f	 � �S�s	

 �T � f�s	

 �T � h � g�s	

 �T � h�u	�

�

We now come to the third fundamental notion of universal coalgebra� A bisimulation between
two systems is intuitively a transition structure respecting relation between sets of states� Formally�
it is de
ned� for an arbitrary set functor F � Set � Set � as follows �AM���� Let �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	
be F �systems� A subset R � S�T of the Cartesian product of S and T is called an F �bisimulation
between S and T if there exists an F �transition structure �R � R� F �R	 such that the projections
from R to S and T are F �homomorphisms�

S

��
�S

Roo �� ����

��
�R

T

��
�T

F �S	 F �R	oo
F ����

��
F ����

F �T 	�

We shall also say� making explicit reference to the transition structures� that �R��R	 is a bisim�
ulation between �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	� If �T� �T 	  �S� �S	 then �R��R	 is called a bisimulation
on �S� �S	� A bisimulation equivalence is a bisimulation that is also an equivalence relation� Two
states s and t are called bisimilar if there exists a bisimulation R with hs� ti 
 R� �See Section ��
for some references to alternative categorical approaches to bisimulation�	

Example ��� continued� Consider again two �labelled transition systems represented as	 B�
systems �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	� We show that a B�bisimulation between S and T is a relation
R � S � T satisfying� for all hs� ti 
 R�

�� for all s� in S� if s
a
	�Ss

� then there is t� in T with t
a
	�T t

� and hs�� t�i 
 R�

�� for all t� in T � if t
a
	�T t

� then there is s� in S with s
a
	�Ss

� and hs�� t�i 
 R�

which is the familiar de
nition of bisimulation from concurrency theory �Mil��� Par���� For let
R be a B�bisimulation with transition structure �R � R � B�R	� As before� �R induces a

relation �R� R � A� R� Let hs� ti 
 R� and suppose s
a
	�Ss

�� Because s  ��hs� ti this implies

��hs� ti
a
	�Ss

�� and because �� is a homomorphism� it follows that there is hs��� t�i 
 R with

hs� ti
a
	�Rhs��� t�i and ��hs��� t�i  s�� Thus hs�� t�i 
 R� Because �� is a homomorphism it follows

that t
a
	�T t

�� which concludes the proof of clause �� Clause � is proved similarly� Conversely�
suppose R satis
es clauses � and �� De
ne �R � R� P�R	� for hs� ti 
 R� by

�Rhs� ti  fhs�� t�i 
 R j s
a
	�Ss

� and t
a
	�T t

� g�

It is immediate from clauses � and �� that the projections are homomorphisms from �R��R	 to
�S� �S	 and �T� �T 	� �Note that in general �R is not the only transition structure on R having
this property�	
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A concrete example of a bisimulation relation between two transition systems is the following�
Consider two systems S and T �

S 

s�

��
a

��b s�

��
a

��b
� � �

s�� s��

T 
t

��
a

BCED bGF��

t�

Then fhsi� sji j i� j � �g�fhs�i� s
�
ji j i� j � �g is a bisimulation on S� And fhsi� ti j i � �g� fhs

�
i� t

�i j
i � �g is a bisimulation between S and T � Note that the function f � S � T de
ned by f�si	  t
and f�s�i	  t� is a homomorphism� and that there exists no homomorphism from T to S� �

The last observation of the example above �that f is a homomorphism	 is an immediate conse�
quence of the following fundamental relationship between homomorphisms and bisimulations�

Theorem �� Let �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 be two systems� A function f � S � T is a homomorphism
if and only if its graph G�f	 is a bisimulation between �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	�

Proof� Let � � G�f	 � F �G�f		 be such that �G�f	� �	 is a bisimulation between �S� �S	 and
�T� �T 	� Let �� and �� be the projections from G�f	 to S and T � Because �� is bijective it has
an inverse ���� � �S� �S	 � �G�f	� �	 which is also a homomorphism� Because f  �� � �

��
� � also

f is a homomorphism�

Conversely� suppose f is a homomorphism� We can take F ���	
�� ��S ��� as a transition structure

on G�f	� This clearly turns �� into a homomorphism� The same holds for ���

F ���	 � �F ���	
�� � �S � ��	

 F ��� � ��
��	 � �S � ��

 F �f	 � �S � ��

 �T � f � ��

 �T � ���

�Because F ���	 is mono� there is only one transition structure on G�f	�	 �

Therefore homomorphisms are sometimes called functional bisimulations �

� Systems� systems� systems� � � �

The coalgebras� homomorphisms� and bisimulations of a number of functors that can be considered
as the basic building blocks for most systems are described� �All functors that are used are
described in Section ���	

Deterministic systems

Deterministic systems exist in many di�erent forms� The simplest ones are coalgebras of the
identity functor I�S	  S�

S

��
�S

S�

s	�Ss
� �� �S�s	  s��

The notation s	�Ss
� for �S�s	  s� is used as a shorthand� which puts emphasis on the fact that

�S actually gives the dynamics of the system �S� �S	� and should be read as� in state s the system

�



S can make a transition step to state s�� The arrow notation will turn out to be particularly useful
for the characterization of homomorphisms and bisimulations� Formally� the above equivalence is
simply stating that any function is also a �functional	 relation� Conversely� it is often convenient
to de
ne the dynamics of a system by specifying its transitions �in particular when dealing with
nondeterministic systems� see below	� For instance� specifying for the set of natural numbers
transitions

� �� � �� � �� � � � �

de
nes the deterministic system �N � succ	� where succ is the successor function�
A homomorphism between two deterministic systems �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 is a function f � S �

T satisfying for all s in S�

s	�s� � f�s		�f�s�	�

�Note that we have dropped the subscripts from	�S and 	�T � a convention we shall often apply�	
Thus homomorphisms are transition preserving functions� A bisimulation between deterministic
systems S and T is any relation R � S � T such that� for all s 
 S and t 
 T �

hs� ti 
 R and s	�s� and t	�t� � hs�� t�i 
 R�

Thus bisimulations between deterministic systems are transition respecting relations� For instance�
there is an obvious bisimulation relation between the above system �N � succ	� and the system

�
BCEDGF��

Not only are there many deterministic systems �take any set and any function from the set to
itself	� many of them have a more interesting dynamics than one would expect at 
rst sight� in
spite of the fact that the functor at stake is trivial� For instance� let A be any set �alphabet	 and

let AZ be the set of all so�called bi�in
nite sequences �words	 over A� It can be given the following
dynamics�

AZ

��
shift

AZ �

shift��	  	m� ��m� �	�

This example is of central importance in the theory of symbolic dynamics �cf� �BP���	� There the
set of bi�in
nite words is supplied with a metric� by which the shift example becomes even more
interesting� See Section �� for some observations about such �metric systems��

Termination

Any set S carries a coalgebra structure of the constant functor F �S	  ��

S

��
�S

��

s� �� �S�s	  ��

where �  f�g� Thus S can be viewed as a system with trivial dynamics� in which no state can
take a step and every state s terminates� as expressed by the arrow notation s�� Any function
between such systems trivially is a homomorphism and any relation a bisimulation� Thus the
category Set� of all systems of the constant functor is just �isomorphic to	 the category of sets�

��



Deterministic systems with termination are coalgebras of the functor F �S	  � � S�

S

��
�S

� � S�

s	�s� �� �S�s	  s�� s� �� �S�s	  ��

Such a system can in a state s either make a transition to a state s� or terminate� Homomorphisms
�and bisimulations	 are as before� with the additional property that terminating states are mapped
to �related to	 terminating states� Note that homomorphisms not only preserve but also re�ect
transitions� if f � S � T is a homomorphism and f�s		�t� for s 
 S and t 
 T � then there exists
s� 
 S with s	�s� and f�s�	  t�
An example of a deterministic system with termination is the system of the extended natural

numbers �AM��� �N  f�� �� �� � � �g � f�g� with dynamics

�
�AGFED ��

� � � �� � �� � �� ���

which� equivalently� can be de
ned as

�N

��
pred

� � �N �

pred�n	 

��
�

� if n  �
n	 � if �
 n ��
� if n ��

In this system� a natural number n can take precisely n transition steps and then terminates� and
the additional number � only takes a step to itself and hence never terminates�

Input

Systems in which state transitions may depend on input are coalgebras of the functor F �S	  SA

�recall that SA  ff � A� Sg	�

S

��
�S

SA�

s
a
	�s� �� �S�s	�a	  s��

where A is any set �to be thought of as an input alphabet	 and the arrow can be read as� in
state s and given input a� the system can make a transition to state s�� Typical examples of
deterministic systems with input are deterministic automata� which traditionally are represented
as pairs �Q� � � �Q�A	� Q	� consisting of a set Q of states and a state transition function � that
for every state q and input symbol a in A determines the next state �hq� ai� �Often an initial state
and a set of 
nal states is speci
ed as well� but they can be dealt with separately�	 As observed in
the introduction� in �AM��� MA���� such automata are precisely the deterministic systems with
input mentioned above� because of the following bijection�

ff � Q�A� Qg  ff � Q� QAg�

A homomorphism between �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 is any function f � S � T satisfying for all s in S�
a in A�

s
a
	�s� � f�s	

a
	�f�s�	�

A bisimulation between systems S and T is now a relation R � S � T such that� for all a in A�

hs� ti 
 R and s
a
	�s� and t

a
	�t� � hs�� t�i 
 R�

��



For instance� all states in the following two systems are bisimilar�

s�

�AGFa ED��
��b s�

GFED
a

BC
oo

��
b

s� EDBC a�AOO

��

b

BBBBBBBB
tBC�A

a

GF ��
GFED
b

BC
oo

Output

Transitions may also yield an output� Thus we consider coalgebras of the functor F �S	  A� S�

S

��
�S

A� S�

s
a
	�s� �� �S�s	  ha� s�i�

where A is an arbitrary set and the arrow can be read as� in state s� one can �observe� the output a�
and the system can make a transition to the state s�� An intuition that often applies is to consider
the output a as the �observable e�ect� of the state transition� �Note that the same arrow notation
a
	� is used both for transitions with input and with output� In general� the right interpretation
follows from the context�	 Such systems are also called deterministic labelled transition systems
�Plo���� Homomorphisms and bisimulations can be characterized by an obvious variation on the
descriptions above� A concrete example is the set A� of in
nite sequences over A� with

A�

��
hh�ti

A�A��

ha�� a�� � � �i
a�	� ha�� a�� � � �i�

The pair hh� ti assigns to an in
nite sequence its head �the 
rst element	 and tail �the remainder	�
Adding the possibility of termination yields� for instance� the following two variations� where the
functors involved are F �S	  � � �A� S	 and F �S	  A� �A� S	�

S

��
� � �A� S	�

S

��
A� �A� S	�

An example of the 
rst type is the set A� of 
nite and in
nite streams� with

A�

��
�

� � �A�A�	�

� � � ha�� a�� � � �i
a�	� ha�� a�� � � �i�

Similarly� the set A�� of non�empty 
nite and in
nite streams over A is an example of the last
type� S � A� �A� S	�

��



Binary systems

Binary systems are coalgebras of the functor F �S	  S � S� Now a transition yields two new
states�

S

��
�S

S � S�

s	�hs�� s�i �� �S�s	  hs�� s�i�

A homomorphism between binary systems S and T is any function f � S � T satisfying for all s
in S�

s	�hs�� s�i � f�s		�hf�s�	� f�s�	i�

Similarly for bisimulations� A concrete example of a binary system is the set Z of integers with
transitions

� � � 	�oo
��
	�oo

��
�oo

��
�oo

��
� � � �

Note that the fact that there are two outgoing transitions from each state should in this context
not be interpreted as a form of nondeterminism �see below	� the system is perfectly deterministic
in that for each state one transition is possible� leading to a pair of new states� The system can
equivalently be de
ned by

Z

��
hpred� succi

Z �Z �

m	�hm	 ��m� �i�

Variations of binary systems can be obtained by adding labels �output	 and the possibility of
termination�

S

��
S �A� S�

S

��
�A� S	� �A� S	�

S

��
� � ��A� S	� �A� S		�

Examples of such systems are� respectively� the set of in
nite node�labelled binary trees� where
each node is assigned its label in A� together with the nodes of the two subtrees� the set of in
nite
arc�labelled binary trees� where a node is mapped to the two nodes of its subtrees� each together
with the label of the corresponding arc� and the set of all arc�labelled binary trees with 
nite and
in
nite branches�

Nondeterministic systems

From one state� several transitions may be possible�

S

��
�S

P�S	�

s	�s� �� s� 
 �S�s	�

A variation of this type of systems is obtained by adding labels� thus considering coalgebras of the
functor F �S	  P�A� S	�

S

��
�S

P�A� S	�

s
a
	�s� �� ha� s�i 
 �S�s	�

��



These are the nondeterministic labelled transition systems of Example ���� where homomorphisms
and bisimulations have been characterized as transition preserving and re�ecting functions and
relations� Often one wishes to consider systems with bounded nondeterminism� in which from an
arbitrary state only a 
nite number of transitions is possible� Such systems can be modelled using
the 
nite powerset functor�

S

��
�S

Pf �A� S	�

and are called �nitely branching � Yet another class of systems are the coalgebras of the functor
F �S	  Pf �S	

A�

S

��
�S

Pf �S	
A�

which are called image �nite� for every s in S and a in A� the number of reachable states fs� j

s
a
	�s�g is 
nite�

Hyper systems

The contravariant powerset functor can be used to model hyper systems� in which a state can
make nondeterministically a step to a set of states�

S

��
�S

�P� �P�S		�

s	�V �� V 
 �S�s	�

�Recall that �P�S	  �S and thus �P� �P�S		  ��S	S �	 Here the arrow s	�V should be read
as� from state s the system can reach the set V of states �but not necessarily each individual
element of V 	� Using the de
nition of the contravariant powerset functor� one can show that a
homomorphism between hyper systems S and T is any function f � S � T satisfying� for all s in
S and W � T �

s� f���W 	 �� f�s	�W�

Bisimulations are generally not so easy to characterize� For the special case of a bisimulation
equivalence R � S � S on a hypersystem S� the following holds�� for all s and s� in S�

hs� s�i 
 R� �for every R�equivalence class V � S� s� V �� s� � V 	�

The reader is invited to try and model hyper systems using the covariant powerset functor� to

nd that the notions of homomorphism and bisimulation are rather di�erent in that case� This
example illustrates the importance of functors� which operate both on sets and on functions� in a
theory of coalgebras�

�This type of bisimulation seems to be underlying many of the recently proposed probabilistic bisimulations
�LS��� vGSS���� It was found in joint work with Erik de Vink�

��



More examples

Some further examples are given� using functors that combine some of the basic constructions
mentioned above�

Transducers �cf� �Mil���	� essentially are �automata and hence	 systems with input and output�
possibly with termination� such as

S

��
�B � S	A�

S

��
B � SA�

S

��
C � �A� SB	�

More traditionally �but isomorphically	� transducers of the 
rst type are represented as sets S
together with a transition function of type

�S �B	S�A�

Note that in the second type of system� the output does not depend on the input�
Graphs � A directed ���	graph �V�E	 consists of a set V of points �vertices	 and an edge relation

E � V � V � representing the arcs of the graph� Graphs are in one�to�one correspondence with
nondeterministic systems because of the bijection

ff � V � P�V 	g  P�V � V 	�

Note that the standard notion of graph homomorphism is a function preserving the arc relation
�SS���� without necessarily re�ecting it� In contrast� a homomorphism of �graphs as	 nondeter�
ministic systems both preserves and re�ects the arcs� as a consequence of the categorical de
nition
of homomorphism of F �coalgebras� Nevertheless� the traditional way of representing graphs and
arc�preserving homomorphisms between them can be modelled in the present framework by con�
sidering the following� so to speak many�sorted coalgebraic de
nition�� Consider the functor

F � �Set � Set	� �Set � Set	� hX�Y i �� h�� X �Xi�

A graph �V�E	 can be represented as a coalgebra of F by de
ning�

�V�E	

��
���hs�ti�

��� V � V 	�

where s � E � V and t � E � V are the projections from E to V � which we call source and target �
An F �homomorphism

�V�E	

��
���hs�ti�

���f�g�
�V �� E�	

��
���hs��ti�

��� V � V 	 ��
���f�f�

��� V � � V �	�

is a pair of functions f � V � V � and g � E � E� such that

f�s�e		  s��g�e		� f�t�e		  t��g�e		�

which is the usual de
nition of graph homomorphism�
Frames and models � A frame in the world of modal logic �cf� �Gol���	 is a directed graph� and

thus �as we have seen above	 can be represented as a nondeterministic system� A model �V�E� f	 is

�This de	nition was suggested by Andrea Corradini�
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a frame �V�E	 together with a function f � �� P�V 	� where � is a collection of atomic formulas
in some given modal logic� Intuitively� f speci
es for each formula in which states v in V it holds�
Because of the isomorphism

ff � �� P�V 	g  ff � V � P��	g�

it is easily veri
ed that models correspond to systems of type�

V

��
P��	�P�V 	�

As it turns out� homomorphisms and bisimulations for these systems correspond precisely to the
so�called p�morphisms and zig�zag relations of modal logic�

Resumptions � are systems of type

S

��
�P�B � S		A�

In other words� resumptions are nondeterministic systems with input and output� They play
a central role in the semantics of �nondeterministic and parallel	 programming languages �cf�
�HP��� BV���	�

� Limits and colimits of systems

We want to prove statements like� the union of a collection of bisimulations is again a bisimulation�
the quotient of a system with respect to a bisimulation equivalence is again a system� and� the
kernel of a homomorphism is a bisimulation equivalence� These facts are well�known for certain
systems such as nondeterministic labelled transition systems� As it turns out� they do not depend
on particular properties of such examples� and actually apply to �almost	 all systems we have seen
sofar� Therefore� this section presents a number of basic categorical constructions that will enable
us� in the subsequent sections� to prove all these statements for all systems at the same time�
There are three basic constructions in the category SetF of F �systems that are needed� the

formation of coproducts �sums	� coequalizers� and pullbacks �cf� Section ��	� In this section� they
are discussed in some detail for arbitrary F �systems� The family of labelled transition systems is
used again as a running example�
�We shall see that in SetF coproducts and coequalizers exist� for arbitrary functors F � If

the functor F preserves pullbacks� then pullbacks exist in SetF � For completeness� a general
description of limits and colimits of systems is presented at the end of this section� In summary�
SetF has all colimits� for any F � And SetF has all limits that are preserved by F �	

Coproducts

Coproducts �as well as coequalizers and� more generally any type of colimit	 in SetF are as easy
as they are in the category Set � The coproduct �or sum	 of two F �systems �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 can
be constructed as follows� Let iS � S � �S�T 	 and iT � T � �S�T 	 be the injections of S and T
into their disjoint union� It is easy to see that there is a unique function � � �S � T 	� F �S � T 	
such that both iS and iT are homomorphisms�

S

��
�S

��iS
S � T

��
�
�
�
� T

��
�T

oo iT

F �S	 ��
F �iS�

F �S � T 	 F �T 	�oo
F �iT �

��



The function � acts on S as F �iS	 � �S and on T as F �iT 	 � �T � The system �S � T� �	 has the
following universal property� for any system �U� �U 	 and homomorphisms k � �S� �S	 � �U� �U 	
and l � �T� �T 	 � �U� �U 	 there exists a unique homomorphism h � �S � T� �	 � �U� �U 	 making
the following diagram commute�

U

S ��
iS

��
k

yyyyyyyyy
S � T

OO

h

�
�
�

T�oo
iT

cc
l

FFFFFFFFF

That is �S�T� �	 is the coproduct of �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	� Similarly� the coproduct of an indexed
family fSigi�I of systems can be constructed�

Example �� Recall from Example ��� that labelled transition systems �lts	 are B�systems where
B�X	  P�A �X	� The coproduct of two lts�s �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 consists of the disjoint union
S � T of the sets of states together with a B�transition structure � � S � T � B�S � T 	� de
ned
for s in S and t in T by

��s	  �S�s	� ��t	  �T �t	�

Because A� S � A� �S � T 	 and A � T � A � �S � T 	 �identifying for convenience S � T and
S � T 	� this de
nes indeed a function from S � T into B�S � T 	� �

Coequalizers

Next we show how in SetF a coequalizer of two homomorphisms can be constructed� Consider
two homomorphisms f � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	 and g � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	� We have to 
nd a system
�U� �U 	 and a homomorphism h � �T� �T 	� �U� �U 	 such that

�� h � f  h � g�

�� for every homomorphism h� � �T� �T 	 � �U �� �U �	 such that h
� � f  h� � g� there exists a

unique homomorphism l � �U� �U 	� �U �� �U �	 with the property that l � h  h��

Since �per de
nition	 f and g are functions f � S � T and g � S � T in Set � there exists a
coequalizer h � T � U in Set �see Section ��	� Consider F �h	 � �T � T � F �U	� Because

F �h	 � �T � f

 F �h	 � F �f	 � �S

 F �h � f	 � �S

 F �h � g	 � �S

 F �h	 � F �g	 � �S

 F �h	 � �T � g�

and h � T � U is a coequalizer� there exists a unique function �U � U � F �U	 making the
following diagram commute�

S

��
�S

��f
��

g
T

��
�T

��h
U

��
�U�
�
�

F �S	 ��F �f�

��
F �g�

F �T 	 ��F �h�
F �U	

Thus �U� �U 	 is an F �system and h is a homomorphism� One easily checks that the universal
property ��	 is satis
ed�

��



Example ��� continued� Let �S� �S	 and �T� �T 	 be again two lts�s and consider homomor�
phisms f� g � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	� Let R be the smallest equivalence relation on T that contains
the set

fhf�s	� g�s	i j s 
 Sg�

and let q � T � T�R be the function that maps t in T to its R�equivalence class �t�R� Then T�R
can be supplied with a B�transition structure �R � T�R� B�T�R	 by specifying transitions

�t�R
a
	��t��R �� �t�� 
 �t��R� t

a
	�T t

���

It is moreover the only possible choice for �R making q � T � T�R into a homomorphism� A
special instance of this example is obtained by taking a bisimulation equivalence on a B�system�
say

��� �� � �R��R	� �T� �T 	�

Then the coequalizer of �� and �� is the quotient T�R� showing that the quotient of an lts with
respect to a bisimulation equivalence yields again an lts� This observation will be generalized in
Proposition ���� �

The results above are summarized for future reference in the following�

Theorem �� Let F � Set � Set be any functor� In the category SetF of F �systems� all coprod�
ucts and all coequalizers exist� and are constructed as in Set� �

�Weak� pullbacks

The existence of pullbacks in SetF depends on the functor F � More speci
cally� if F � Set � Set
preserves pullbacks then pullbacks exist in SetF � Let f � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	 and g � �U� �U 	 �
�T� �T 	 be homomorphisms� Let

P ����

��
��

S

��
f

U ��
g T

be the pullback of f and g in Set � with P  fhs� ui j f�s	  g�u	g� Because F preserves pullbacks�

F �P 	 ��F ����

��
F ����

F �S	

��
F �f�

F �U	 ��
F �g�

F �T 	

is a pullback of F �f	 and F �g	 in Set � Consider �S � �� � P � F �S	 and �U � �� � P � F �U	�
Because

F �f	 � �S � ��

 �T � f � ��

 �T � g � ��

 F �g	 � �U � ���

there exists� by the fact that F �P 	 is a pullback� a unique function �P � P � F �P 	 such that
F ���	 ��P  �S � �� and F ���	 ��P  �U � ��� Thus �P� �P 	 is an F �system� and �� and �� are
homomorphisms� It is easily veri
ed that �P� �P 	 is a pullback of f and g in SetF �
Note that as a consequence� the pullback �P� �P 	 is a bisimulation on S and U � P � S � U

and the projections �� and �� are homomorphisms�
As it turns out� the pullback of two homomorphisms is a bisimulation even in the case that F

only preserves weak pullbacks �cf� Section ��	�

��



Theorem �� Let F � Set � Set be a functor that preserves weak pullbacks� and let f � �S� �S	�
�T� �T 	 and g � �U� �U 	� �T� �T 	 be homomorphisms of F �systems� Then the pullback �P� ��� ��	
of f and g in Set is a bisimulation on S and T �

Proof� The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the existence of pullbacks in SetF
in case F preserves pullbacks� The only di�erence is that F �P 	 is now� by assumption� a weak
pullback� As a consequence� there exists again a �no longer necessarily unique	 transition structure
�P � P � F �P 	 on P such that �� and �� are homomorphisms� �

Example ��� continued� Let f � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	 and g � �U� �U 	 � �T� �T 	 be homo�
morphisms of lts�s� Because lts�s are B�systems and the functor B preserves weak pullbacks �cf�
Section ��	� the above argumentation applies� The following gives a more direct construction�
As above� let P  fhs� ui j f�s	  g�u	g� It can be supplied with a B�transition structure by
specifying transitions

hs� ui
a
	�hs�� u�i �� f�s�	  g�u�	 and s

a
	�Ss

� and u
a
	�Uu

��

It is straightforward to prove that the projections from P to S and U are homomorphisms� Thus
P is a bisimulation� A special case is obtained by taking only one homomorphism f � �S� �S	 �
�T� �T 	 and considering the pullback of f and f � The resulting set is P  fhs� s�i j f�s	  f�s�	g�
which is the kernel of f � It follows that it is a bisimulation �equivalence	� Again� this will be
proved in greater generality in Proposition ���� �

Because this result will be called upon time and again� and because all functors we have seen in the
examples sofar do preserve weak pullbacks �but for the contravariant powerset functor� cf� Section
��	� we shall assume in the sequel that when talking about an arbitrary functor F � it preserves
weak pullbacks�

Convention �� In the rest of this paper� set functors F � Set � Set are assumed to preserve
weak pullbacks� If �the proof of	 a lemma� proposition� or theorem actually makes use of this
assumption� then it is marked with an asterisk� �

Limits and colimits� generally

This section is concluded with the observation that the above constructions of coproducts� coequal�
izers� and pullbacks can be generalized by means of the so�called forgetful functor U � SetF � Set �
which sends systems to their carrier� U�S� �S	  S� and homomorphisms f � �S� �S	� �T� �T 	 to
the function f � S � T � �see� e�g�� �Bar���	�

Theorem �� The functor U � SetF � Set creates colimits� This means that any type of colimit
in SetF exists� and is obtained by �rst constructing the colimit in Set and next supplying it �in a
unique way	 with an F �transition structure� �

Similarly� there is the following general statement about limits in SetF �

Theorem �� If F � Set � Set preserves a �certain type of	 limit� then the functor U � SetF �
Set creates that �type of	 limit� This means that any type of limit in Set that is preserved by F
also exists in SetF � and is obtained by �rst constructing the limit in Set and next supplying it �in
a unique way	 with an F �transition structure� �

��



Epi�s and mono�s in SetF

Using the results of this section� we are now in a position to supply the details announced in
Remark ��� about epi�s and mono�s in the category SetF of F �systems�

Proposition �
 Let F � Set � Set be a functor and f � �S� �S	� �T� �T 	 an F �homomorphism�

�� The homomorphism f is an epimorphism �i�e�� surjective	 if and only if f is epi in the
category SetF �

�� If the homomorphism f is a monomorphism �i�e�� injective	 then it is mono in the category
SetF � If the functor F preserves weak pullbacks then the converse is also true
 if f is mono
then it is injective�

Proof� We use the following categorical characterization of epi�s �Bor����Proposition ������� Let
C be an arbitrary category� An arrow a � A � B in C is epi if and only if the following diagram
is a pushout in C�

A ��a

��
a

B

��
�B

B ��
�B

B�

By Theorem ���� the forgetful functor U � SetF � Set creates colimits and hence pushouts�
Moreover it is easily veri
ed that U preserves any colimit that it creates� So in particular U
preserves pushouts� Thus we obtain the following equivalence�

�S� �S	 ��f

��
f

�T� �T 	

��
�T

�T� �T 	 ��
�T

�T� �T 	

is a pushout in SetF ��

S ��f

��
f

T

��
�T

T ��
�T

T

is a pushout in Set �

As a consequence� the homomorphism f is epi in SetF if and only if the function f is epi� and
hence surjective� in Set �

For mono�s� the dual of the characterization for epi�s can be used� Let C be an arbitrary category�
An arrow a � A� B in C is mono if and only if the following diagram is a pullback in C�

A ���A

��
�A

A

��
a

A ��
a B�

Assume that F preserves weak pullbacks� Because weak pullbacks of mono�s are ordinary pullbacks
�Proposition ����	� F preserves pullbacks of mono�s� By Theorem ���� the forgetful functor U �
SetF � Set creates such pullbacks� Again one can easily prove that U also preserves them� The
argument can now be 
nished as in the case of epi�s� �

� Basic facts on bisimulations

This section deals with arbitrary F �systems� All results are straightforward for the special case of
labelled transition systems� In fact� some of them have already been proved for lts�s in Example
����
Let S� T and U be three F �systems with transition structures �S � �T and �U � respectively�

Proposition �� The diagonal  S of a system S is a bisimulation�

��



Proof� Follows from Theorem ��� and the observation that  S equals the graph of the identity
�S � S � S� �

The inverse of a bisimulation is a bisimulation�

Theorem �� Let �R��R	 be a bisimulation between systems S and T � The inverse R�� of R is
a bisimulation between T and S�

Proof� Let i � R� R�� be the isomorphism sending hs� ti 
 R to ht� si 
 R��� Then �R��� F �i	�
�R � i��	 is a bisimulation between T and S� �

Next we show that the composition and union of bisimulations is again a bisimulation� The
following lemma will be helpful�

Lemma �� The image hf� gi�T 	  fhf�t	� g�t	i j t 
 Tg of two homomorphisms f � T � S and
g � T � U is a bisimulation on S and U �

Proof� Consider the following diagram�

hf� gi�T 	

��

��

ww
ww
ww
ww
w

��

��

HH
HH

HH
HH

H

��
i

S Too
f

��
g

OO

j

U�

where the function j is de
ned by j�t	  hf�t	� g�t	i� the function i is any right inverse for j �which
exists by the axiom of choice because j is surjective	� j�i  �� and �� and �� are projections� Note
that everything in this diagram commutes� The set hf� gi�T 	 can be given a transition structure
� � hf� gi�T 	� F �hf� gi�T 		 by de
ning

�  F �j	 � �T � i�

It follows that �hf� gi�T 	� �	 is a bisimulation on S and U because

F ���	 � �

 F ���	 � F �j	 � �T � i

 F ��� � j	 � �T � i

 F �f	 � �T � i

 �S � f � i

 �S � ���

and similarly for ��� �

Theorem� �� � The composition R � Q of two bisimulations R � S � T and Q � T � U is a
bisimulation between S and U �

Proof� Recall from Section �� that R � Q is equal to the image hr� � x�� q� � x�i�X	 of the
pullback�

X

��
x�

��
��

��
x�
��

��

R

��
r�

��
��

��
r�
��

��
Q

��
q�

��
��

		
q�
��

��

S T U�

�Recall from Convention 
�
 that the asterisk indicates the assumption that the functor F preserves weak
pullbacks�

��



�Here xi� ri� and qi are projections�	 Because F preserves weak pullbacks� the pullback X can be
supplied with a transition structure� by Theorem ���� By Lemma ���� R �Q is a bisimulation on
S and U � �

Similarly� the union of bisimulations is again a bisimulation�

Theorem �� The union
S
kRk of a family fRkgk of bisimulations between systems S and T is

again a bisimulation�

Proof� Recall from Section �� that
S
kRk is the image of

S
P

iRi
oo k ��l

T�

where k and l are the componentwise projections� By Theorem ���� the coproduct of a family of
systems is again a system� It follows from Lemma ��� that the union is a bisimulation� �

Corollary �� The set of all bisimulations between systems S and T is a complete lattice� with
least upperbounds and greatest lowerbounds given by

�
k
Rk  �

�
k
Rk	�

�
k
Rk 

�
fR j R is a bisimulation between S and T with R �

�
k
Rkg�

In particular� the greatest bisimulation between S and T exists� and is denoted by hS�T i� It is the
union of all bisimulations


hS�T i
�
fR j R is a bisimulation between S and T g�

We shall write

s hS�T i t �� hs� ti 
hS�T i �� there exists a bisimulation R with hs� ti 
 R�

The greatest bisimulation on one single system S� denoted by S� is a bisimulation equivalence�
�

We shall simply write  for the greatest bisimulation relation when the systems are clear from
the context� Moreover� we write F when explicit reference to the type of systems is needed�
Bisimulation equivalences and homomorphisms are related by the following two propositions�

Proposition� �
 The kernel K�f	 of a homomorphism f � S � T is a bisimulation equivalence�

Proof� Note that K�f	  G�f	 �G�f	��� K�f	 is transitive� The result follows from Theorem
���� An alternative proof consists of the observation that K�f	 is a pullback of f with itself and
then applying Theorem ���� �

Conversely� any bisimulation equivalence on a system is the kernel of a homomorphism�

Proposition �� Let R be a bisimulation equivalence on a system S� Let �R � S � S�R be the
quotient map of R� Then there is a unique transition structure �S�R � S�R � F �S�R	 on S�R
such that �R � S � S�R is a homomorphism


S ���R

��
�S

S�R

��
�S�R
�
�
�

F �S	 ��
F ��R�

F �S�R	�

��



Proof� Immediate from the observation that �R is a coequalizer of the projections from R to S
and Theorem ���� Alternatively and more concretely� �S�R can be de
ned on an R�equivalence
class by F ��R	 � �S�s	� where s is any element of the equivalence class� �

The following facts will be useful�

Proposition� �� Let f � S � T be a homomorphism�

�� If R � S � S is a bisimulation on S� then f�R	 is a bisimulation on T �

�� If Q � T � T is a bisimulation on T � then f���Q	 is a bisimulation on S�

Proof� Immediate from Theorem ���� and the observation that f�P 	  G�f	�� � P �G�f	 and
f���Q	  G�f	 �Q �G�f	��� �

� Subsystems

Let �S� �S	 be a system and let V be a subset of S with inclusion mapping i � V � S� If there
exists a transition structure �V on V such that i � �V� �V 	� �S� �S	 is a homomorphism� then V
is called a subsystem �or subcoalgebra	 of S� There is at most one such transition structure�

Proposition �� Let �S� �S	 be a system and let i � V � S be a subset of S� If k� l � V � F �V 	
are such that i is a homomorphism both from �V� k	 to �S� �S	 and from �V� l	 to �S� �S	� then
k  l�

Proof� If V is non�empty� the equality follows from F �i	 � k  �S � i  F �i	 � l and the fact that
F �i	 is mono� by Proposition ����� The case that V  � is trivial� �

For instance� a subsystem of a labelled transition system �Example ���	 is a set of states that is
closed under �outgoing	 transitions� subsystems of graphs are �full	 subgraphs� and subsystems of
trees are subtrees�
The empty set and S are always subsystems of �S� �S	� A system is called minimal if it does

not have any proper subsystem �i�e�� di�erent from � and S	�
Subsystems can be characterized in terms of bisimulations as follows�

Proposition� �� Let S be a system� A subset V � S is a subsystem if and only if the diagonal
 V of V is a bisimulation on S�

Proof� Let i � V � S be the inclusion homomorphism of a subsystem V in S� Because  V is
equal to G�i	 �the graph of i	� it is a bisimulation by Theorem ���� For the converse� suppose that
 V  G�i	 is a bisimulation on �S� �S	� Because �� � G�i	� V is an isomorphism� the transition
structure on G�i	 induces a transition structure on V � �

Theorem� �� Let S and T be two systems and f � S � T a homomorphism�

�� If V � S is a subsystem of S� then f�V 	 is a subsystem of T �

�� If W � T is a subsystem of T � then f���W 	 is a subsystem of S�

Proof� The theorem follows� by Proposition ��� and Proposition ���� from the observation that

 f�V �  f� V 	� and  f���W �  f��� W 	�

�

Unions and intersections of subsystems are again subsystems�

Theorem� �� The collection of all subsystems of a system S is a complete lattice� in which least
upperbounds and greatest lowerbounds are given by union and intersection�

��



Proof� Let fVkgk be a collection of subsystems of a system S�S
kVk� For every k� the set  Vk is a bisimulation by Proposition ���� Because

 S
k
Vk

�
k

 Vk �

it follows from Theorem ��� that it is a bisimulation� Thus
S
kVk is a subsystem� again by

Proposition ����T
kVk� By Proposition ����� F preserves intersections� More speci
cally� F transforms the pullback

diagram of the intersection of the sets fVkgk into a pullback diagram of the sets F �fVkgk	 �see
the proof of Proposition ����	� It follows from Theorem ��� that there exists a �unique	 transition
structure on

T
kVk such that the inclusion mapping from

T
kVk to S is a homomorphism� �

Theorem ��� allows us to give the following de
nitions� Let �S� �S	 be a system and X a subset
of S� The subsystem of �S� �S	 generated by X � denoted by hXi� is de
ned as

hXi 
�
fV j V is a subsystem of S and X � V g�

So hXi is the smallest subsystem of S containing X � If S  hXi for some subset X of S then S
is said to be generated by X � The subsystem generated by a singleton set fsg is denoted by hsi�
Dually� one can also look at the greatest subsystem �X � of S that is contained in X � using

again Theorem ���� it is de
ned by

�X � 
�
fV j V is a subsystem of S and V � X g�

There is the following characterization� which will be of use in the sequel�

Proposition �� Let X be a subset of a system S and i � �X �� S the inclusion homomorphism�
Any homomorphism f � T � S such that f�T 	 � X� factorizes through �X �� That is� there exists
a unique homomorphism f � � T � �X � such that

T ��f

		f � BB
BB

BB
BB

S

�X ��

OO

i

�
�
�

Proof� By Theorem ���� f�T 	 is a subsystem of S and since f�T 	 � X � by assumption� it follows
that f�T 	 � �X �� De
ning f ��t	  f�t	 gives us a function with i � f �  f � It is a homomorphism
by Lemma ���� It is unique because i is mono� �

Examples �� Some examples of subsystems�

�� Let �S� �S	 be a labelled transition system �Example ���	� The subsystem hsi generated by
an element s in S consists of all states

�
n��

fs� j �s�� � � � � sn� s  s�	�� � �	�sn  s�g�

�� Recall from Section � that a directed graph is a system of type

S

��
�

P�S	�

s	�s� �� s� 
 ��s	�

��



One can de
ne the largest subsystem C�S	 of S in which all states have a self cycle� by

C�S	  �fs 
 S j s	�sg��

Generally C�S	 is a strict subset of fs 
 S j s	�sg� For instance� if S  fs� s�g with
transitions s	�s and s	�s�� then the subsystem C�S	 is empty� �

This section is concluded with a note on the size of subsystems generated by one element� For
future reference� we give the following de
nition�

De�nition �
 A functor F bounded if there exists a set V such that for every F �system �S� �S	
and every s in S� there exists an injective function from the carrier of the subsystem hsi into the
set V �cf� �KM���	� �

In other words� the size of any subsystem generated by one element is bounded by the size of
V � As we shall see in Section ��� this condition is su�cient to guarantee the existence of a 
nal
F �coalgebra�

Examples �� Two examples of functors that are bounded� and one of a functor that is not�

�� Pf �S	  fV j V � S and V is 
nite g� Let �S� �S	 be a Pf �system and s in S� For any
n� there are only 
nitely many reachable states� Therefore hsi has at most countably many
elements� and can be embedded in N � More generally� any type of powerset functor P	�
which assigns to a set the set of all subsets with cardinality less than or equal to a given
cardinal � is bounded�

�� F �S	  A� �B � S	� Let �S� �S	 be an F �system and s in S� If  is the size �cardinality	
of B then the number of elements of hsi is bounded by

P
fi j i � �g� Any set with at least

that number of elements is a bound for F �

�� P� The unrestricted powerset is not bounded� �

	 Three isomorphism theorems

This section contains three theorems� which are well�known in universal algebra� on the existence
of isomorphisms between systems�
The 
rst isomorphism theorem states that any homomorphism factorizes through a pair con�

sisting of an epimorphism and a monomorphism�

Theorem� 
� �First isomorphism theorem	
Let f � S � T be a homomorphism� Then there is the following factorization of f 


S ��f

��f � GG
GG

GG
GG

G





�K�f�

T

f�S	

��

i

wwwwwwwww

S�K�f	�

OO
��

OO




where i is the inclusion monomorphism of f�S	 in T � � is a monomorphism� f � is an epimorphism
�with f ��s	  f�s	 for all s	� and �K�f� is the quotient map of the kernel K�f	 of f �

��



Proof� By Theorem ���� f�S	 is a subsystem of T � It follows from Lemma ��� that f � is a
homomorphism� and because it is surjective� it is an epimorphism� By Proposition ���� K�f	 is a
bisimulation equivalence on S� and by �the proof of	 Proposition ���� S�K�f	 is the coequalizer
of the projection homomorphism of K�f	� The homomorphisms from S�K�f	 to f�S	 and T are
given by the coequalizer property� Since the former is bijective� it is an isomorphism by Proposition
���� The latter is a monomorphism because i is� �

Theorem� 
� Let f � S � T be a homomorphism and R a bisimulation equivalence on S which
is contained in the kernel of f � Then there is a unique homomorphism �f � S�R � T such that
f  �f � �R


S ���R

��
f BB

BB
BB

BB
B S�R

��
	f
�
�
�

T

Proof� There is precisely one function �f for which �f � �R  f � It follows from Lemma ��� that
it is a homomorphism� Alternatively� the existence of the homomorphism �f is given by fact that
S�R is a coequalizer of the projection homomorphisms from R to S� �

The second isomorphism theorem states that there is a ono�to�one correspondence between
subsystems of a quotient of a system S and quotients of subsystems of S�

Theorem� 
� �Second isomorphism theorem	
Let S be a system� T a subsystem of S� and R a bisimulation equivalence on S� Let TR be de�ned
by TR  fs 
 S j �t 
 T� �s� t	 
 Rg� The following facts hold


�� TR is a subsystem of S�

�� Q  R � �T � T 	 is a bisimulation equivalence on T �

�� T�Q  TR�R�

Proof� Since TR  �����
���T 		� it is a subsystem of S by Theorem ���� Because R� �T � T 	 

���� �T 	 � ���� �T 	� it is a subsystem of R� by the same theorem� and hence it is a bisimulation
equivalence on T � Consider the quotient homomorphism �R � S � S�R� and let � � T � S�R be
its restriction to T � Because ��T 	  �R�T

R	  TR�R� and K��	  Q� it follows from Theorem ���
that T�Q  TR�R� �

Let S be a system� T a subsystem of S� and R a bisimulation equivalence on S� If R��T�T 	   T

then R is said to separate T �because� equivalently� for all t� t� 
 T � if t � t� then �t� t�	 �
 R	� In
this case� the above theorem yields that T  TR�R�

Theorem� 
� �Third isomorphism theorem	
Let S be a system� and let R and Q be bisimulation equivalences on S such that R � Q� There is
a unique homomorphism � � S�R� S�Q such that � � �R  �Q


S ���R

��
�Q BB

BB
BB

BB
S�R

��
��
�
�

S�Q�

Let R�Q denote the kernel of �
 it is a bisimulation equivalence on S�R and induces an isomor�
phism �� � �S�R	��R�Q	� S�Q such that �  �� � �R�Q


S�R ��
�R�Q

��
�

�S�R	��R�Q	

uu
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S�Q�
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Proof� The existence of � follows from Theorem ���� Because �Q is surjective also � is surjective�
The existence of the isomorphism �� is now given by Theorem ���� �


 Simple systems and coinduction

An algebra is called simple if it does not have proper quotients� We apply the same de
nition
to systems� a system S is simple if it has no proper quotients �homomorphic images	� i�e�� every
epimorphism f � S � T is an isomorphism� Theorem ��� below gives a number of equivalent
characterizations of simplicity� the most important of which is the so�called coinduction proof
principle� for every bisimulation R on S� R �  S �recall that  S  fhs� si j s 
 Sg	� Equivalently�
for all s and s� in S�

s S s� � s  s��

The principle states that in order to prove the equality of two states in S� it is su�cient to show
that they are bisimilar� We shall see examples of the use of this surprisingly strong proof principle
in Section ��� In Section ��� it will be related to the more familiar principle of induction in a way
that will justify the chosen terminology�

Theorem� �� Let S be a system� The following are equivalent


�� S is simple�

�� S satis�es the coinduction proof principle
 for every bisimulation R on S� R �  S�

��  S is the only bisimulation equivalence on S�

�� For any system T � and functions f � T � S and g � T � S
 if f and g are homomorphisms
then f  g�

� The quotient homomorphism � � S � S�� where  denotes the greatest bisimulation on S�
is an isomorphism�

Proof� �� �� Let R be a bisimulation equivalence on S and consider the quotient homomorphism
�R � S � S�R� If S is simple then �R is an isomorphism� Thus R   S �
� � �� Let f � S � T be an epimorphism� Since the kernel of f is a bisimulation equivalence� it
follows from � that it is equal to  S � By Theorem ���� S� S

 f�S	� hence S  T � Thus S is
simple�
�� �� Let T be a system� and let f � T � S and g � T � S be homomorphisms� De
ne

Q  fhf�t	� g�t	i j t 
 Tg�

Since Q  G�f	�� �G�g	 �recall that G�f	 is the graph of f	� it is a bisimulation by Theorem ����
It follows from � that Q �  S � Thus f  g�
� � �� Let R be a bisimulation on S� By de
nition� its projections �� � R � S and �� � R � S
are homomorphisms� It follows from � that ��  ��� hence R �  S �
�� �� Immediate from the observation that the greatest bisimulation on S is an equivalence�
�� �� Immediate�
�� �� Suppose that � � S � S� is an isomorphism� Let R be a bisimulation equivalence on S�
Because R � and  is the kernel of �� there exists by Theorem ��� a �unique	 homomorphism
�f � S�R � S� such that �f � �R  �� Since � is an isomorphism this implies that �R is injective�
Thus R   S � �

Every system can be made simple by taking the quotient with respect to its greatest bisimulation�
This is a consequence of the following�

��



Proposition� �� For every system S and bisimulation equivalence R on S� the quotient S�R is
simple if and only if R  �

Proof� �� Let Q be a bisimulation on S�� We show that Q �  S�� Then it follows
from Theorem ��� that S� is simple� Consider � � S � S�� By Proposition ��� ����Q	 is a
bisimulation on S and hence is included in � This implies Q �  S��
�� Let Q be a bisimulation on S� We show that Q � R� By de
nition the projections �� � Q� S
and �� � Q � S are homomorphisms� Consider the compositions � � �� � Q � S�R and � � �� �
Q� S�R� By assumption� S�R is simple� It follows from Theorem ��� that ����  ����� whence
Q � R� Therefore R � �

� Final systems

An F �system �P� �	 is �nal
 if for any F �system �S� �S	 there exists precisely one homomorphism
fS � �S� �S	 � �P� �	� �In other words� �P� �	 is a 
nal object in the category SetF � As a
consequence� any two 
nal systems are isomorphic�	 Final systems are of special interest because
they have a number of pleasant properties�
First of all� the transition structure on a 
nal system is an isomorphism �Lambek� cf� �SP���	�

Theorem �� Let �P� �	 be a �nal F �system� Then � � P � F �P 	 is an isomorphism�

Proof� Because �F �P 	� F ��		 is an F �system� there exists by the 
nality of P a unique homo�
morphism f � �F �P 	� F ��		 � �P� �	� Again by 
nality� the composition of the homomorphisms
� and f �

P

��
�

���
F �P 	 ��f

��
F ���

P

��
�

F �P 	 ��
F ���

F �F �P 		 ��
F �f�

F �P 	�

is equal to �P � since �P is also a homomorphism� It follows from the fact that f is a homomorphism
that the reverse composition equals the identity on F �P 	� �

Final systems allow coinductive proofs�

Theorem �� �RT��� Final systems �are simple and hence	 satisfy the coinduction proof princi�
ple
 for any bisimulation R on P � R �  P �

Proof� Immediate from Theorem �����	� �

A 
nal system can be considered as a universal domain of canonical representatives for bisimulation
equivalences classes in the following way�

Theorem� �� �RT��� Let S be an F �system� P a �nal F �system� and fS � S � P the unique
homomorphism from S to P � For all s and s� in S�

s S s� �� fS�s	  fS�s
�	�

Thus fS�s	 represents the S�equivalence class of s�

Proof� �� Let R be a bisimulation on S with hs� s�i 
 R� By Proposition �����	� fS�R	 is
a bisimulation on P � By de
nition� hfS�s	� fS�s�	i 
 fS�R	� By Theorem ���� P satis
es the
coinduction proof principle� fS�R	 �  P � whence fS�s	  fS�s

�	�

�� Because  P is a bisimulation on P � f
��
S � 	 is a bisimulation on S� by Proposition �����	� If

fS�s	  fS�s
�	 then hs� s�i 
 f��S � 	� thus s S s�� �

�We prefer �nal to terminal � which we associate with malady�

��



The element fS�s	 in the 
nal system can be viewed as the �observable behaviour� of s� �For
that reason� fS is called �nal semantics in �RT����	 The following simple example may serve to
illustrate this�

Example �� Consider the functor F �S	  A�S of deterministic transition systems with output�
For this functor� �A�� hh�ti	 �Section �	 is 
nal� Consider a system S with dynamics hv� ni � S �
�A� S	� The function from fS � S � A�� which assigns to a state s in S with transitions

s
a�	� s�

a�	� � � � �

the in
nite word

ha�� a�� � � �i � hv�s	� v�n�s		� v�n�n�s			� � � �i	�

is the only homomorphism between S and A� � If the output symbols ai are interpreted as the
observations corresponding to the individual transition steps� then fS�s	 can be viewed as the
observable behaviour of the entire transition sequence �computation	 starting in s� �

Finally� the existence of a unique homomorphism from a given system into a 
nal system P can
be used as a way of giving de
nitions� Therefore� P is said to satisfy the coinduction de�nition
principle� We shall see examples of this in Section ���

�� Existence of nal systems

A 
nal F �system need not always exist� For instance� if F is the powerset functor P �of non�
deterministic systems	 and P were a 
nal P�system� then Theorem ��� implies P  P�P 	� a
contradiction because the cardinality of P�P 	 is strictly greater than that of P � For many func�
tors� though� 
nal systems do exist� We shall brie�y describe two ways of constructing 
nal
systems and give some concrete examples�
For many functors F � Set � Set � the following construction yields a 
nal system� Let

! � F ��	� � be the unique function from F ��	 to the one element set �� The inverse limit of the
following sequence�

� F ��	oo �
F ���	oo F ���

� � � �ooF
����

where Fn��  F � Fn� is de
ned as

P  fhx�� x�� x�� � � �i j �n � �� xn 
 Fn��	 and Fn�!	�xn��	  xng�

The set P is a categorical limit of the sequence� If F �P 	 is again a limit of the same sequence�
then F is called ��op�	continuous � In that case� there exists a unique �mediating	 bijection from
F �P 	 to P � the inverse of which� say � � P � F �P 	� turns P into an F �system �P� �	� which can
be easily shown to be a 
nal F �system �cf� �SP���	�
Let the class of polynomial functors consist of all functors that we can build from the following

basic functors� the constant functor A �where A is any set	� the identity functor I � sum �� product
�� and the function space functor F �X	  XA� where A again an arbitrary set� �Note that this
de
nition if somewhat non�standard in that the function space functor is usually not included�	

Theorem �	� All polynomial functors are continuous and hence have a �nal system�

Below we give a few concrete examples�

Examples �	� An explicit description of some 
nal systems is given� on the basis of which a
direct proof"not using the continuity of the functor"of their 
nality can be easily given as well�
�The sets A� B� and C below are arbitrary�	

�� I�S	  S� The one element set � is a 
nal system for the identity functor�

��



�� F �S	  A� S� For this functor� the system �A�� hh�ti	 is 
nal �cf� Example ���	�

�� F �S	  � � �A� S	� the system �A�� �	 �Section �	 is 
nal�

�� A special case� if A  � then the previous 
nal system is �isomorphic to	 � �N � pred	� the set
of extended natural numbers �Section �	�

�� F �S	  A� SB � the system �AB� � �	 is 
nal �MA���� where

� � AB� � A� �AB�	B

is de
ned� for � in AB� � by ���	  h���	� �i� with for b in B and v in B��

��b	�v	  ��hbi � v	�

�Here � is the empty sequence and � denotes concatenation of 
nite sequences�	

�� F �S	  C � �A � SB	� Note that this example subsumes all of the above examples� The
following set can be given a transition structure similarly to the de
nition of � in the previous
example� turning it into a 
nal system �Jac��c��

f� � B� � �A� C	 j �v 
 B�� ��v	 
 C � ��w 
 B�� ��v � w	  ��v		g�

�� F �S	  � � ��A � S	� �A� S		� The following system �T� �	 is 
nal� It consists of the set
T of all binary arc�labelled trees �possibly containing 
nite and in
nite branches	�

T  f� � f�� �g� � �� � �A�A		 j

�v 
 f�� �g�� ��v	 
 �� ��w 
 f�� �g�� ��v � w	  ��v		g�

and the function � � T � � � ��A� T 	� �A� T 		� de
ned for � 
 T by

���	 

�
� if ���	  �
�ha�� ��i� ha�� ��i	 if ���	  ha�� a�i�

where �i is de
ned for v 
 f�� �g� by �i�v	  ��haii � v	�
�

The class of polynomial functors contains most but not all of the functors we have encountered
sofar� Notably the powerset functor P is not polynomial� Now we have already seen at the
beginning of this section that no 
nal system exists for this functor� However� we shall see that for
the �nite powerset Pf a 
nal system exists� It cannot be obtained by the inverse limit construction
described above� since Pf is not continuous� Fortunately there exist other more general ways of

nding 
nal systems� one of which is discussed next� It is a variation on the following naive
approach� which almost works� First we form the coproduct �disjoint union	 of all F �systems�

�U� �	 
G
f�Si� �i	 j �Si� �i	 is an F �system g�

Next the quotient of U is taken with respect to the greatest bisimulation on U �

�P� �	  �U� U � ��U 	�

We claim that �P� �	 is 
nal� let �S� �	 be any F �system� There exists a homomorphism from S
to P by composing the embedding homomorphism of S into the coproduct U with the quotient
homomorphism � � U � P � Because P is simple by Theorem ���� this homomorphism is unique
by Theorem ����
This argument has� of course� a �aw� the coproduct of all systems does not exist �its carrier

would generally be a proper class	� For many functors� however� it is not necessary to take the
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coproduct of all systems� but it is su�cient to consider only a �generating� set of designated
systems� More precisely� suppose that �F is such that	 there exists a set of F �systems

G  f�Gi� �i	 j i 
 Ig

�for some index set I	� with the property that

��S� �S	�s 
 S ��Gi� �i	 
 G� �Gi� �i	  hsi�

�Recall that hsi is the subsystem of S generated by the singleton set fsg�	 Such a set G is called
a set of generators� because every F �system �S� �S	 can be obtained as a quotient of a coproduct
of elements of G as follows� Choose for any s 
 S a system Gs in G� Then there exists a surjective
homomorphism

q �
G
fGs j s 
 Sg � S�

which is determined by the homomorphisms� for all s 
 S� Gs
��	� hsi � S �the latter homomor�

phism is the embedding of the subsystem hsi in S	�
Now the construction proceeds as before� let

�U� �	 
G
f�Gi� �i	 j �Gi� �i	 
 Gg�

and let again

�P� �	  �U� U � ��U 	�

We claim that �P� �	 is 
nal� let �S� �	 be any F �system� Because �P� �	 is simple �as before	�
it is su�cient to prove the existence of a homomorphism from any system S to P � Consider the
following diagram� F

fGs j s 
 Sg ��q

l NNN
NNN

NNN
NN

S

��

fS

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�U� �	

��
� HH

HH
HH

HH
H

�P� �	�

The existence of the homomorphism q was established above� and � � �U� �	 � �P� �	 is the
quotient homomorphism� The homomorphism l is determined by the embeddings� for all s 
 S� of
Gs in U � The existence of the homomorphism fS follows from Theorem ���� whose conditions can
be seen to be ful
lled as follows� by the First Isomorphism Theorem ����	 S 

F
fGs j s 
 Sg�K�q	

�recall that K stands for kernel	� K�q	 is a bisimulation� by Proposition ���� and hence l�K�q		
is a bisimulation on U � by Proposition ���� consequently� l�K�q		 �U K��	� which implies
K�q	 � K�� � l	� This concludes the proof of the 
nality of �P� �	� We have proven the following�

Theorem� �	� Any functor F for which a set of generators exists� has a �nal F �system� �

For all bounded functors �De
nition ���	� a set of generators exists�

Theorem� �	� For every bounded functor F � a set of generators� and hence a �nal F �system�
exists�

�See �Bor�
��Proposition 
����� for two equivalent characterizations of this notion�

��



Proof� Let V be a set such that for any system �S� �S	 and any subsystem hsi  �T� �	 of
�S� �S	� T can be embedded in V � The following is a set of generators for F �

f�U� �	 j U � V and � � U � F �U	g�

For let hsi  �T� �	 be a subsystem of a system �S� �S	� and let i � T � V be injective� Let
b � T � i�T 	 be the corresponding bijection� Then hsi is isomorphic with �i�T 	� F �b	 � � � b��	�
Applying Theorem ���� yields the existence of a 
nal system� �

Examples �	� The above results apply to many functors�

�� The functor F �S	  A�SB is bounded �Examples ���	 and hence has a 
nal system �which
we already knew from Theorem ����	� In fact� it is not to di�cult to prove that all polynomial
functors are bounded�

�� A prototypical example of a functor that is not polynomial� Pf � is bounded by N �Examples
���	� Hence a 
nal Pf �system exists�

�� Similarly� the functor F �S	  �Pf �S		
A of image 
nite labelled transition systems �Section �	

is bounded� and thus has a 
nal system �P� �	� Using a word from the world of programming
semantics �Mil���� we call the elements of P �image 
nite	 processes � �

In the same way� one can 
nd sets of generators for all possible combinations of the basic functors
mentioned above�

Theorem �	� For all functors that we can build from the following basic functors
 the polyno�
mial ones �A� I� �� �� �		A	� and Pf � a set of generators exists� Consequently� all these functors
have a �nal coalgebra� �

The proof of the existence of a 
nal system for bounded functors is more general but at the same
time less constructive than the 
rst method� for continuous functors� where explicit descriptions
of 
nal systems �as in Examples ����	 can be easily given� In general� we have no such concrete
characterizations for the 
nal systems of functors involving Pf � such as the set of processes in
Examples ����� �See however �RT��� for a description of a 
nal system for Pf as a subset of an
inverse limit�	

�� Examples of coinductive denitions

We mention the general principle of coinductive de
nitions and give a few examples�
Let S be a set and �P� �	 a 
nal F �system� Given a transition structure � � S � F �S	 there

exists by the 
nality of P a unique homomorphism f� � S � P � Thus� specifying a transition
structure � on S uniquely de
nes a function f� � S � P which is consistent with that speci
cation
in that it is a homomorphism�

S ��	� f� �����

��

�

P

��
�

F �S	 ��
F �f��

F �P 	�

We say that the function f� is de
ned by coinduction from �the speci
cation	 �� As we shall see
shortly� � gives �the 
rst step� of the action of f�� Therefore f� is sometimes called the coinductive
extension of ��

Examples ��� Typically the coinduction de
nition principle is used to de
ne functions from
�products of	 a 
nal system to itself� Here are a few examples�

��



�� �Zipping� two in�nite streams � Recall from Examples ���� that the system �A� � hh� ti	 of
in
nite streams over A is 
nal for the functor F �S	  A � S� In order to de
ne a function
fzip that merges two streams into one by alternatingly taking an element from the 
rst and
the second� we de
ne a transition structure zip � �A� �A�	� A� �A� �A�	 by

ziphv� wi  �a� hw� v�i	� where hh� ti�v	  ha� v�i�

Then by coinduction there exists a unique homomorphism fzip � A
� �A� � A�� Because it

is a homomorphism� it satis
es

hh� ti� fzipha � v
�� wi	  �a� fziphw� v

�i 	

Note that this equation expresses the fact that fzip is a consistent extension of zip� it repeats
in
nitely often the 
rst step of zip� namely taking the 
rst element from the left stream and
swapping the remainder of the left stream with the right stream�

�� �Zipping� two in�nite streams � We repeat the same example with a small variation of pre�
sentation� Rather than de
ning the function zip directly� we specify the corresponding
transitions in A� �A� by means of the following conditional rule

v
a
	� v�

hv� wi
a
� hw� v�i

�

We use the symbol 	� for the transitions in A� �determined by the function hh� ti	� and
the symbol � for the transitions in A��A� that we are de
ning� The rule should be read
as� if the transition of the premise �upper part	 is possible� then so is the transition of the
conclusion �lower part	� Then � is formally de
ned as the smallest relation on A� � A�

that satis
es this rule� From �� we derive an alternative de
nition of the function zip� by
putting

ziphv� wi  �a� hw� v�i	 �� hv� wi
a
� hw� v�i�

The function fzip can now be conveniently characterized by the rule

v
a
	� v�

fziphv� wi
a
	� fziphw� v�i

�

which is identical in shape to the rule that has been used in the de
nition of zip�

�� De�ning concrete in�nite streams � Let in the previous example a and b be elements of A�
The in
nite streams �ab	� and �ba	� can be formally introduced by putting a transition
structure on the set �  f�� �g as follows�

�
a
� � and �

b
� ��

By coinduction there there exists a unique homomorphism f � �� A� satisfying�

f��	
a
	� f��	 and f��	

b
	� f��	�

Now put �ab	�  f��	 and �ba	�  f��	� Similarly one de
nes a� and b��

��



�� Concatenation of streams � The system �A�� �	 of 
nite and in
nite streams over A is 
nal
for the functor F �S	  �� �A� S	 �Examples ����	� The concatenation of two streams can
be de
ned by specifying the following transitions on A� �A� �using a notation similar to
that of the previous example	�

v
a
	� v�

hv� wi
a
� hv�� wi

v � and w
a
	� w�

hv� wi
a
� hv� w�i

v � and w�

hv� wi�
�

�The transitions in the premises correspond to the transition structure ��	 As before� this
de
nes a transition structure conc � A� �A� � � � �A� �A�	� by

conchv� wi 

�
� if hv� wi�

�a� hv�� w�i	 if hv� wi
a
� hv�� w�i�

By coinduction� there exists a unique function fconc � A
� � A� � A�� For notational

convenience� we shall write v � w  fconchv� wi� Again the resulting function fconc satis
es
the same �in shape� that is	 rules that have been used in the de
nition of conc above�

v
a
	� v�

v � w
a
	� v� � w

v � and w
a
	� w�

v � w
a
	� v � w�

v � and w�

v � w�
�

Note that v � �  � � v  v does not come out of this characterization immediately� we shall
prove it in Section �� using the coinduction proof principle�

�� Concatenation of other structures � Without mentioning the details� let us observe that
concatenation of other structures like trees or processes �Examples ����	 can be de
ned in
essentially the same way as the previous example�

�� Addition of natural numbers � A special case of concatenation of streams is obtained by taking
A  �� Now the functor looks like F �S	  � � S �since � � �A� S	  � � ��� S	  � � S�	
Recall from Examples ���� that it has � �N � pred	� the extended natural numbers� as a 
nal
system� We write � for the function fconc in this case� which satis
es as before

n	�n�

n�m	�n� �m

n � and m	�m�

n�m	�n�m�

n � and m�

n�m�
�

We shall prove in Section �� that � indeed is �a coinductively de
ned version of	 addition�

�� Merging two processes � The system of nondeterministic processes �P� �	 is 
nal for the
functor F �S	  A� Pf �S	 �Examples ����	� In the same style as above� we de
ne a merge
�or interleaving	 operation on P � P by specifying the following transitions�

p
a
	� p�

hp� qi
a
� hp�� qi

q
a
	� q�

hp� qi
a
� hp� q�i

p � and q�

hp� qi�
�

As before� this determines a transition structure merge � P � �A � Pf �P 		� �Note that
one has to check that the transition relation � is image 
nite� which is immediate from
the fact that 	� is�	 By coinduction� there exists a function fmerge � P � P � P � which is
characterized by

p
a
	� p�

fmergehp� qi
a
	� fmergehp�� qi

q
a
	� q�

fmergehp� qi
a
	� fmergehp� q�i

p � and q�

fmergehp� qi�
�

The merge of two processes is sometimes called parallel composition�
�
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A common feature of all the examples above is that the de
nition of a function f � S � P by
coinduction amounts to the de
nition of a transition structure � � S � F �S	� A good under�
standing of coinduction� therefore� should be based on a thorough knowledge of transition system
speci�cations � of which we have seen examples above� The classi
cation of schemes or formats of
such transition system speci
cations �as in� e�g�� �GV��� and �vG���	 could be called the study of
corecursion� in the same way as recursion theory studies schemes for inductive de
nitions� See also
�MD��� for some further thoughts on corecursion in the context of non�wellfounded set theory�

�� Examples of proofs by coinduction

Recall from Section � the coinduction proof principle� for a system S�

for every bisimulation R on S� R �  S �

As we have seen� the principle is valid for all simple systems and hence for all 
nal systems� It is
quite a bit more powerful than one might suspect at 
rst sight�

Examples ��� Typically the coinduction proof principle is used to prove properties of coinduc�
tively de
ned functions� such as the ones de
ned in Examples �����

�� �Zipping� in�nite streams � We prove that zipha�� b�i  �ab	�� The relation R � A� � A��
consisting of the following two pairs

R  fhzipha�� b�i� �ab	�i� hziphb�� a�i� �ba	�ig

is a bisimulation� We have to prove �cf� Section �	 for all a in A and hv� wi in R�

�a	 v
a
	� v� and w

a
	� w� � hv�� w�i 
 R�

Consider the 
rst pair of R� The only transition step of its left component is

zipha�� b�i
a
	� ziphb�� a�i�

whereas its right component can take the step

�ab	�
a
	� �ba	��

The pair of resulting states� hziphb�� a�i� �ba	�i� is again an element of R� Thus we have
proved that the 
rst pair in R has the bisimulation property� Similarly for the second
pair� Now A� is 
nal and hence satis
es the coinduction proof principle� which tells us that
R �  A� � proving the equality we were after�

�� Concatenating the empty stream� For any 
nite or in
nite stream v 
 A�� left concatenation
with the empty stream � is the identity� because R  fh� � v� vi j v 
 A�g is easily shown
to be a bisimulation on the 
nal system A�� that is �cf� Section �	� for all hv� wi in R� �a	
above holds as well as

�b	 v� �� w��

Similarly� right concatenation with � is the identity�

�� Concatenation of streams is associative� This follows by coinduction from the fact that

R  fh�u � v	 � w� u � �v � w	i j u� v� w 
 A�g

is a bisimulation relation on A�� Rather than showing this� it turns out to be convenient to
prove that S  R � A� is a bisimulation� Consider a pair in S� If it is in  A� then there
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is nothing to prove since by Proposition ���� the diagonal is a bisimulation� Otherwise� the
pair is of the form h�u � v	 � w� u � �v � w	i in R� If u  � then it follows from the previous
example that

�� � v	 � w  v � w  � � �v � w	�

which implies that our pair is in  A� after all� bringing us back to the case we have already
considered� If u is not the empty sequence� it can take an a step to u�� for some a and u��
In that case� there are transitions

�u � v	 � w
a
	� �u� � v	 � w� and u � �v � w	

a
	� u� � �v � w	�

which concludes the proof since the resulting pair is in R again� The reader is invited to
prove directly that R �without taking the union with  A�	 is a bisimulation� This is quite
possible but involves a few more case distinctions �as to whether v and w are empty or not	�

�� Concatenation of trees and processes is associative� by similar proofs�

�� Addition of natural numbers � In Examples ����� addition ��	 on the �extended	 natural
numbers �N has been de
ned in terms of concatenation� Here we show that � has the
usual properties in terms of the successor function� Let s � �N � �N be the inverse of
pred � �� � �N 	� �N � restricted to �N � Thus it is de
ned as usual� with s��	 �� Because
pred�s�n		  n there is a transition s�n	 	� n� for any n in �N � The following holds� for
any n and m in �N �

�a	 ��m  m

�b	 s�n	�m  s�n�m	�

The 
rst statement follows from example �� above� The second follows by coinduction on �N
from the fact that R  fhs�n	�m� s�n�m	i j n�m 
  	N g�  	N is a bisimulation� which
is immediate since both s�n	�m and s�n�m	 can take a step to n�m� and hn�m� n�mi
is in  	N � Note that it follows from the previous example that addition is associative�

�� Addition of natural numbers is commutative� Not much of a surprise� really� But just for the
fun of it� we present a proof by coinduction �which the reader may want to compare with
the more familiar proof using mathematical induction	� We prove� for all n and m�

�a	 n� s�m	  s�n	�m� This follows by coinduction from the fact that

R  fhn� s�m	� s�n	�mi j n�m 
 �Ng � 	N
is a bisimulation� Consider a pair hn�s�m	� s�n	�mi� If n  � then both components
make a transition to ��m and we are done� since h��m� ��mi 
  	N � Otherwise�
we have transitions

n� s�m	 	� pred�n	 � s�m	� and s�n	�m 	� n�m�

Now note that hpred�n	� s�m	� n�mi  hpred�n	� s�m	� s�pred�n		�mi� which is
in R�

�b	 n�m  m� n� Using statement �a	 as a lemma� we prove that the relation

Q  fhn�m� m� ni j n�m 
 �Ng

is a bisimulation� Consider a pair hn�m� m� ni and suppose that both are di�erent
from � �the other three cases are trivial	� say� n  s�n�	 and m  s�m�	� Then there
are transitions

n�m 	� n� �m� and m� n 	� m� � n�

Now observe that

n� �m  n� � s�m�	  �the lemma �a	� s�n�	�m�  n�m��

which implies that hn� �m� m� � ni is in Q�

��



�Clearly� concatenation of streams over a set A with more than one element is generally not
commutative�	

�� The merge of processes � is commutative� since R  fhfmergehp� qi� fmergehq� pii j p� q 
 Pg
is a bisimulation�

�� Induction and coinduction

Why did we call the coinductive proof principle of Section � by that name# How does it relate to
induction# In short� coinduction is dual to induction in the following sense� Recall that a system
S satis
es the coinduction proof principle if and only if it satis
es one of the following two �by
Theorem ���	 equivalent conditions�

�� S is simple� that is� it has no proper quotients �

�� For every bisimulation relation R on S� R �  S �

There is also the following dual proof principle for algebras � We say that an algebra A satis
es
the induction proof principle whenever one of the following two conditions� which turn out to be
equivalent� holds�

�� A is minimal� that is� it has no proper subalgebras �

�� For every congruence relation R on A�  A � R�

To make this more precise� we shall give the categorical de
nitions of algebra� homomorphism of
algebras� and congruence relation� which are the algebraic counterparts of the coalgebraic notions
of coalgebra� homomorphism of coalgebras� and bisimulation� respectively �cf� Section �	� Then
the equivalence of � and � is proved� Next these notions and the induction principle are illustrated
by the example of the natural numbers� which will make clear that the above� somewhat abstractly
formulated induction principle� is just the familiar principle of mathematical induction�
Let F � Set � Set be a functor� An F �algebra is a pair �A��A	 consisting of a set A and a

function �A � F �A	� A� Let �A��A	 and �B��B	 be two F �algebras� A function f � A� B is a
homomorphism of F �algebras if f � �A  �B � F �f	�

F �A	 ��F �f�

��
�A

F �B	

��
�B

A ��
f

B�

Intuitively� homomorphisms are functions that preserve the F �algebra structure� An F �congruence
relation between two F �algebras �A��A	 and �B��B	 is a subset R � A � B for which there
exists an F �algebra structure �R � F �R	 � R such that the projections from R to A and B are
homomorphisms of F �algebras�

F �A	

��
�A

F �R	oo F ���� ��F ����

��
�R

F �B	

��
�B

A Roo
��

��
��

B�

�This de
nition of congruence is not to be confused with a congruence equivalence relation� which
is an equivalence relation on one and the same algebra that is moreover respected by the operators�
In fact� the above de
nition is more general�	

��



Example ��� Any ��algebra �Coh��� is an F �algebra for a suitable choice of F �see� for instance�
�RT���	� Here we look at one particular type of algebras� namely triples �A� �A 
 A� sA � A� A	
consisting of a �carrier	 set A� a constant �A� and a unary �successor	 function sA� A concrete
example are the natural numbers �N � �� s	� Such algebras can be represented as algebras of the
functor F �X	  � �X � by de
ning

�A � �� �A	 � A� � �� �A� a �� sA�a	�

If we have two such algebras �A� �A 
 A� sA � A� A	 and �B� �B 
 B� sB � B � B	 and represent
them as F �algebras �A��A	 and �B��B	� then one readily veri
es that a function f � A� B is a
�� � 		�homomorphism from �A��A	 to �B��B	 if and only if it satis
es the usual de
nition of
homomorphism�

f��A	  �B � f�sA�a		  sB�f�a		�

Similarly� it is easy to prove that a �� �		�congruence relation R � A�B between �A��A	 and
�B��B	 is substitutive�

h�A� �Bi 
 R� ha� bi 
 R� hsA�a	� sB�b	i 
 R�
�

As already mentioned above� an F �algebra A satis
es the induction proof principle if it satis
es
clauses � and �� which are next shown to be equivalent� If R is a congruence on A then ���R	����R	
is a subalgebra of A� Assuming �� this subalgebra is equal to A� or equivalently�  A � R� This
proves �� Conversely� if A� � A is a subalgebra and i � A� � A is the inclusion homomorphism
then the kernel of i is easily shown to be a congruence on A�� and hence on A� Assuming ��
 A � R� which implies A � A��
We have seen that all 
nal systems are simple and hence satisfy the coinduction proof principle�

Dually� an initial algebra �for which there exists precisely one homomorphism into any given
algebra	 is minimal and hence satis
es the induction principle�

Example ���� continued� The algebra �N � �� s	 of the natural numbers is initial and hence
minimal� Now minimality amounts to the well�known principle of mathematical induction� for all
P � N �

if� � 
 P and� for all n 
 N �n 
 P � s�n	 
 P 	 then� P  N �

since the if�part of the implication is just the assertion that P is a subalgebra of N � �

Note that for proofs by induction� formulation � is mostly used� whereas proofs by coinduction
are best given� as we have seen in Section ��� using � �which is the dual of � rather than �	�
Although we have only compared induction and coinduction as proof principles� the corre�

sponding de�nition principles are similarly related� The main observation there is that de
nitions
by induction use the universal property of initiality� as opposed to de
nitions by coinduction�
which are based on 
nality�

�� Comparing systems

Any deterministic system is a special kind of nondeterministic system� Similarly� any binary tree
can be turned into a deterministic system by �cutting away� all left branches�
Such statements can be formalized using the the following �categorical	 notion� Let F � Set �

Set and G � Set � Set be two functors� A natural transformation � from F to G� denoted by

��



� � F�G� is a family fvS � F �S	� G�S	 j S 
 Setg of functions satisfying the following naturality
property� for any function f � S � T � the following diagram commutes�

F �S	 ��F �f�

��
�S

F �T 	

��
�T

G�S	 ��
G�f�

G�T 	�

Any F �system �S� �S	 can now be viewed as a G�system by composing �S with �S � Moreover� if
f � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	 is an F �homomorphism then it is also a G�homomorphism of the resulting
G�systems� and� similarly� any F �bisimulation between F �systems is also a G�bisimulation of the
resulting systems�

S ��f

��
�S

T

��
�T

F �S	 ��F �f�

��
�S

F �T 	

��
�T

G�S	 ��
G�f�

G�T 	

S

��
�S

Roo �� ����

��
�R

T

��
�T

F �S	

��
�S

F �R	

��
�R

oo
F ����

��
F ����

F �T 	

��
�T

G�S	 G�R	oo
G����

��
G����

G�T 	�

The above is summarized in the following� �Recall"Corollary ���"that F denotes the greatest
F �bisimulation between two systems�	

Theorem ��� A natural transformation � � F�G between set functors induces a functor� de�
noted by � � �		 � SetF � SetG which maps �S� �S	 to �S� �S � �	 and an F �homomorphism
f � �S� �S	 � �T� �T 	 to the G�homomorphism f � �S� �S � �S	 � �T� �T � �T 	� Moreover� this
functor preserves bisimulations
 for any s and t� s F t� s G t� �

Examples ��� A few examples of the use of natural transformations�

�� Relabeling � Any function l � A� B induces a natural transformation 	 � A� �		�B� �		�
de
ned for a set S by 	Sha� si  hl�a	� si� Let �S � S � �A � S	 and �T � T � �B � T 	
be deterministic transition systems with labels in A and B� respectively� Then a �B � �			�
homomorphism f � �S� 	S � �S	� �T� �T 	 is characterized by

s
a
	� s� � f�s	

l�a�
	� f�s�	�

�� Restriction� Let �S � Pf ��A � B	 � S	� Pf �B � S	 be de
ned� for any set S and V � S
by �S�V 	  V � �B � S	� Then composing a nondeterministic transition system �S � S �
Pf ��A � B	� S	 with �S amounts to restricting its behavior to B�steps only�

Given� conversely� a G�system �C� �	� there exist� under some conditions on F � a corresponding
F �system �SC � �	 that when viewed as a G�system �SC � �SC � �	� �resembles� �C� �	 most� More
precisely�

Theorem� ��� Let F and G be functors and � � F�G a natural transformation� Suppose that
for any set V � the functor V �F has a �nal system �where V is the constant functor that sends any
set to V 	� Then there exists for any G�system �C� �	 an F �system �SC � �	 and a G�homomorphism
� � �SC � �SC � �	 � �C� �	 satisfying the following universal property
 for any F �system �U� �U 	
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and any G�homomorphism f � �U� �U � �U 	 � �C� �	 there exists a unique F �homomorphism
�f � �U� �U 	� �SC � �	 such that � � �f  f 


U ��
	 f

���� ��

 f

��
�U

SC ��
�

��
�

C

��

�F �U	 ��
F � f�

���

��
�U

F �SC	

��
�SC

G�U	 ��G� f�
���

��
G�f�

G�SC	 ��G���
G�C	�

The F �system �SC � �	 �and �	 is called cofree on the G�system �C� �	� Note that the functor V �F
is bounded whenever F is� in which case a �V � F 	�
nal system exists by Theorem �����

Proof� By assumption� S � F has a 
nal system �T� �	� Let �  h��� ��i� where �� � T � S
and �� � T � F �T 	� By Theorem ����� �T� �T � ��	 is a G�system� Let B  ft 
 T j t G ���t	g�
De
ne �SC � �	  �B�� the largest F �subsystem of �T� ��	 that is contained in the subset B�

SC

��
�

��i
T

��
��

F �SC	 ��
F �i�

F �T 	�

where i is the inclusion F �homomorphism� It is by Theorem ���� also a G�homomorphism i �
�SC � �SC � �	 � �T� �T � ��	� By Theorem ���� its graph is a G�bisimulation� hence c G i�c	 for
any c in SC � By de
nition of B also i�c	 G ���i�c		� and because composition of bisimulation
relations is again a bisimulation �Theorem ���	� it follows that c G ���i�c		� Therefore the graph
of �� � i is a G�bisimulation� and so �� � i � �SC � �SC � �	 � �C� �	 is a G�homomorphism� by
Theorem ���� That is� the outer square below commutes�

SC

��
�

��i
T ����

��
��

C

��

�F �SC	 ��
F �i�

��
�SC

F �T 	

��
�T

G�SC	 ��
G�i�

G�T 	 ��
G����

G�C	�

�Note that the right rectangle generally does not commute�	 De
ne �  �� � i� We claim that
�SC � �	 and � satisfy the universal property of the theorem� Consider any F �system �U� �U 	 and
G�homomorphism f � �U� �U � �U 	 � �C� �	� By 
nality of T � there exists a unique S � F �
homomorphism h � U � T �

U

��
hf��U i

��h
T

��
h�����i

S � F �U	 ��
�S�F ��h�

S � F �T 	�

Commutativity of this diagram implies that �� � h  f and h � �U� �U 	 � �T� ��	 is an F �
homomorphism� By Theorem ���� its graph is an F �bisimulation and hence� by Theorem �����

��



a G�bisimulation between �U� �U � �U 	 and �T� �T � ��	� Thus u G h�u	� for any u 
 U �
Because f is a G�homomorphism� also u G f�u	� again by Theorem ���� Because inverse and
composition of bisimulations yield bisimulations again �Theorems ��� and ���	� it follows that
h�u	 G f�u	  ���h�u		� Thus h�U	 � B� which implies� by Proposition ���� that h factorizes
through SC  �B�� there exists a unique F �homomorphism �f � �U� �U 	� �SC � �	 such that

U ��h

��f BB
BB

BB
BB

T

SC �

OO

i

�
�
�

By Theorem ����� it is also a G�homomorphism from �U� �U � �U 	 to �SC � �SC � �	� Since

� � �f  �� � i � �f  �� � h  f�

�f is the F �homomorphism we have been looking for� Its uniqueness follows from that of h and the
factorization� �

�By a standard argument in category theory� it follows that the assignment of �SC � �	 to �C� �	
actually extends to a functor from SetG to SetF � which is right adjoint to � � �		�	

Examples ��� We give a few examples of cofree systems�

�� A simple instantiation of Theorem ���� is obtained by taking G  �� the functor that is
constant �� Then there is only one natural transformation from a functor F to �� and the
functor it induces from SetF to Set sends each F �system to its carrier� �Recall from Section
� that Set�  Set �	 If F is bounded then it follows from the construction above that� for
a set C� the 
nal �C � F 	�system SC is cofree on C �cf� �Jac���	� We like to think of the
elements of C as �colours�� In that view� SC can be regarded as a universally C�coloured
F �system� � � SC � C gives the colours of the states in SC � and for any F �system U and
any �colouring� f � U � C there exists a unique F �homomorphism �f � U � SC which is
colour consistent� � � �f  f �

U ��
	 f

���
��


 f

SC ��
� C�

�� For a concrete example of the preceding situation� let F  I � the identity functor� Then for
any set C� the system hh� ti � C� � C �C� is a 
nal �C � I	�system� and so t � C� � C��
with colouring h � C� � C� is cofree on the set C�

�� Cofreeness and covarieties of systems

We show how any subsystem of a cofree system determines a well�behaved class of systems� called
a covariety� and brie�y illustrate how this can been seen as a way of system speci
cation�
Let in this section F � Set � Set be a bounded functor� and C a set� of colours� Let SC � with

colouring � � SC � C� be an F �system that is cofree on C� Recall from Examples ���� that we
can take for SC any 
nal �C � F 	�system� which exists because C � F is bounded� Consider a
subsystem i � S � SC � Let the class K�S	 consist of all F �systems �U� �U 	 with the property that
for any colouring function f � U � C� the �by cofreeness uniquely determined	 F �homomorphism
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�f factorizes though S�

C

U ��
f

��

 f

��������

		A
A

A
A SC

OO

�

S�

OO

i

�Note that f and � are functions and the other arrows are F �homomorphisms�	 Such classes are
well behaved in the following sense�

Theorem� ��� The class K�S	 of F �systems de�ned above is closed under the formation of

�� subsystems�

�� homomorphic images�

�� and sums� �

Such a class is called a covariety �

Proof�

�� Let U be a system in K�S	 and j � U � � U a subsystem� Any colouring f � � U � � C can be
extended to a colouring f � U � C such that f � j  f �� Because � � �f � j  f � j  f �� the
unique extension of f � to an F �homomorphism from U � to SC is �f �  �f � j� Because U is in
K�S	� �f factorizes through S� and hence so does �f �� Thus U � is in K�S	�

�� Let U be a system in K�S	 and q � U � U � a surjective homomorphism� Any colouring
f � � U � � C induces a colouring f  f � � q on U � Because � � �f � � q  f � � q  f� it follows
from the cofreeness of SC that �f  �f � � q� Because U is in K�S	 there exists g � U � S
such that i � g  �f � The kernel K�q	 is included in K� �f	� since �f  �f � � q� The fact
that q is a surjective homomorphism� implies the existence �by Theorems ��� and ���	 of a
homomorphism g� � U � � S such that g� � q  g� Since �f � � q  �f  i � g  i � g� � q� it
follows from the surjectivity of g that �f �  i � g�� Thus U � is in K�S	�

�� A family of colourings ffig on a family fUig of systems in K�S	 determines a colouringP
fi �
P

i Ui � C� Because each of the induced homomorphisms �fi factorizes through S�

their sum
P

i
�fi �
P

i Ui � SC is readily seen to factorize through S as well� �

Example ��� An example of such a class de
nition is obtained by taking F  I � the identity
functor� and C  �  f�� �g� The system t � �� � ��� with colouring h � �� � �� is cofree on the
set �� Consider the following subsystem S of ���

���	�
��
���	�oo ��

BCEDGF��
��

BCEDGF��

The class K�S	 contains all systems �U� �U 	 which consist of one and two cycles only� �U ��U�u	 
u� for all u in U � �

Returning to the general case again� the following theorem is a kind of converse of the previous
one� It states that any covariety is determined by a subsystem of a cofree system�

Theorem� ��� For any covariety K there exists a set of colours C and a subsystem S of the
cofree F �system SC� such that K  K�S	�
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Proof� Let K be a covariety� By assumption F is bounded� say by a set C� Let SC and � � SC � C
be as before� De
ne a subsystem i � S � SC by

S 
�
f �f�U	 j U 
 K and f � U � Cg�

�Recall that �f�U	 is a subsystem of SC by Theorem ���� and that the union of subsystems is again
a subsystem by Theorem ����	 Clearly� K � K�S	� For the converse� 
rst note that S 
 K� this
follows from the fact that S is the image of a homomorphism

q �
X
s�S

Us � S�

where for each s in S an F �system Us 
 K and a colouring fs � Us � C have been choosen such
that s 
 �fs�Us	� and where q is determined by the homomorphisms �fs� Now let T be any F �system
in K�S	� and t 
 T � The size of the subsystem hti of T is bounded by that of C� because F is
bounded by C� Thus there exists a colouring f � T � C that is injective on hti� Because T 
 K�
the induced homomorphism �f factorizes through S via some homomorphism g�

C

T � �
f

��
f

��������

		
g A
A

A
A SC

OO

�

S�

OO

i

Because f  � � i � g and f is injective on hti� also g is injective on hti� Thus hti  f�hti	� Since
the latter is a subsystem of S� which we have shown to be in K� also hti is in K� Because T is the
image of the homomorphism

X
t�T

hti � T

which is determined by the inclusions of the subsystems hti in T � it follows that T 
 K� �

The above characterization of classes of systems is inspired by Birkho��s variety theorem for
algebras �cf� �MT����Theorem �������	� which states that a class of algebras is closed under the
formation of subalgebras� quotients� and products � if and only if it is equationally de
nable� There
is also another theorem by Birkho�� which asserts the soundness and completeness of a logical
calculus for equations of varieties� It is unclear what a counterpart of the latter should be for
systems�
For some speci
c types of systems� theorems similar to Theorem ���� exist� In particular�

it would be interesting to connect our covariety theorem to the characterizations� in �Gol���� of
certain classes of frames�

�� Dynamical systems and symbolic dynamics

The generality of the coalgebraic view on systems is further illustrated by a brief account of so�
called one dimensional discrete time dynamical systems �X� f	� consisting of a complete metric
space X �with distance function dX	 and a continuous function f � X � X � Such systems are
coalgebras of the identity functor on the category Met of complete metric spaces and continuous
functions between them� Thus we are changing the scene for the 
rst time by looking at a category
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a b

Figure �� The graph of f
� for � � ��

di�erent from Set � One of the main themes in the theory of dynamical systems is the systematic
study of orbits � if x 
 X then its orbit is the set

fx� f��x	� f��x	� f��x	� � � �g�

where fn���x	  f�fn�x		� �In our terminology� the orbit of x is just the subsystem hxi of �X� f	
generated by the singleton x�	 Questions to be addressed are� for instance� whether a point x is
periodic �x  fn�x	� for some n � �	� whether there are many such periodic points and how they
are distributed over X �e�g�� do they form a dense subset#	� and whether orbits hxi and hyi are
similar if we know that x and y are close� that is� dX �x� y	 is small� Here we shall brie�y discuss
one important technique that is used in the world of dynamical systems to answer some of such
questions� called symbolic dynamics �cf� �BP���	� by giving a coalgebraic account of one particular
example� taken from �Dev���� As it turns out� the notion of cofreeness plays a crucial role�
Let R denote the set of real numbers� The concrete example we shall consider is the quadratic

family of systems �R� f
	� which are parameterized by a real number �� and for which f
 is de
ned
by

f
 � R � R� f
�x	  �x��	 x	�

More speci
cally� we shall assume � to be 
xed with �� �� �The reason for this choice is that the
maximum ��� in this case is strictly bigger than ��	 We shall write f for f
� Let a and b in R be
the points with f�a	  �  f�b	 and a 
 b�
A quick look at Figure � tells us that the dynamics of f on the intervals �	�� �	 and �����	

is easily understood� all orbits tend to 	�� The same applies to the interval �a� b	� since it is
mapped by f to �����	� bringing us back to the previous case� Possibly more interesting dynamic
behavior may be expected from elements in the intervals ��� a� and �b� ��� Now note that f maps
each of these intervals bijectively to ��� ��� Consequently� ��� a� � f���a� b	 and �b� �� � f���a� b	
have uninteresting dynamics as well� those points are mapped by f� to �����	� where all orbits
go to 	�� This leaves us with ���� a� � �b� ��	 � f������ a� � �b� ��	� which consists of four closed
intervals� Continuing in this way� we 
nd a set

J 

��
i��

�f i	������ a� � �b� ��	�

which can alternatively be characterized as the largest subsystem of �R� f	 that is contained in
��� ��� Its dynamics can in a surprisingly simple way be explained using symbolic dynamics� which
we explain next using our own coalgebraic idiom�

��



Let � be the set f�� �g with the discrete metric �d���� �	  �	� As before we shall consider the
elements of � as colours� Consider the functor

��	 � Met � Met � X �� ��X�

where the Cartesian product is supplied with distance function

d�hi� xi� hj� yi	  d��i� j	 � ��� � dX �x� y	�

The set of in
nite sequences ���� hh� ti	 �where h � �� � � and t � �� � �� are the head and tail
functions	� supplied with distance function

d���v� w	 
�X
i��

d��vi� wi	

�i
�

is a 
nal ���		�system� a proof is omitted but can be given using the techniques for the solution
of metric domain equations of �AR��� and �RT���� Consequently� ���� t	 is a dynamical system
that is cofree on the metric space �� Now de
ne a colouring c � J � � of J by

c�x	 

�
� if x 
 ��� a��
� if x 
 �b� ���

By the universal property of the cofree system ���� t	 there exists a unique homomorphism �c �
�J� f	� ���� t	 with h � �c  c� This homomorphism �c can readily be shown to be an isomorphism�
Thus �R� f	 falls apart into two subsystems� �R 	 J� f	� where all orbits tend to 	�� and

�J� f	� whose dynamics is the same as that of ���� t	� The gain of this symbolic interpretation of
�J� f	 is that the dynamics of ���� t	 is well understood� it is the prototypical example of a chaotic
system�

�	 Notes and related work

The use of 
nal coalgebras in the semantics of systems �including automata and in
nite data types
such as trees	 dates back at least to �AM���� Also Peter Aczel modelled �transition	 systems as
coalgebras� in constructing a model for a theory of non�wellfounded sets �Acz���� In a subsequent
paper on 
nal coalgebras �AM���� a categorical de
nition of bisimulation was given� �Later we
found that a variation also occurs in �Ken����	 This categorical de
nition and the characterization
of �
nal coalgebras and	 coinduction in terms thereof� has been the starting point of the present
paper� It generalizes and extends �Rut���� where part of the theory of universal coalgebra is
developed for the special case of labelled transition systems� That paper was preceded by joint work
with Daniele Turi �RT��� RT��� TR��� on 
nal coalgebra semantics for concurrent programming
languages�
The aim of the present paper has been both to give an overview of some of the existing insights

in coalgebra as well as to present some new material� Below we brie�y describe per section which
results have been taken from the literature�
Our references for universal algebra have been �Coh��� and �MT���� for category theory� �ML���

Bor���� The de
nition in Section � of F �bisimulation is from �AM���� Theorem ��� generalizes
�RT����Proposition ����� Most observations in Section � are standard in category theory �cf�
�Bar���	� Some of the results in Sections � and � are generalizations of similar observations
in �RT��� and �Rut���� on the category of labelled transition systems� The notion of bounded
functor is taken from �KM���� and is ultimately due to �Bar���� Sections � and � generalize similar
results from �Rut���� The results on 
nal systems in Section � are from �RT���� The results
presented in Section �� are from �Bar��� Bar���� which build on �AM���� Their presentation
has been in�uenced by �Tur��� and �KM���� The example of the extended natural numbers in
Sections �� and �� was developed jointly with Bart Jacobs and Bill Rounds� The comparison of
induction and coinduction in Section �� extends the characterization in �RT���� which was given
in terms of congruences and bisimulations �see also �HJ���	� The recent work by Bart Jacobs on
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coalgebraic speci
cation �Jac��� and his use of cofreeness in a coalgebraic semantics for object�
oriented programming �Jac��b� have been a source of inspiration for the writing of Section ���
The variety theorems of Section �� answer a question raised in �Rut���� Section �� gives a a
coalgebraic account of the dynamics of the quadratic family of dynamical systems� which occurs
in �Dev���� This section does not present any new results but for the observation that one of the
essential ingredients in symbolic dynamics is the notion of cofree system�
In addition to the references mentioned above� work on �
nal	 coalgebraic semantics includes

�Tur���� which gives a systematic comparison of 
nal coalgebra and initial algebra semantics for
concurrent languages� �Rei���� on object�oriented programming� �HL���� on a model for the lambda
calculus� �Len���� on a higher�order concurrent language� �Jac��a�� on behaviour re
nement in
object�oriented programming�
The following papers are using non�wellfounded sets as the starting point for semantics�

�Rut���� �Acz���� and �FHL���� on processes and non�wellfounded sets� �BM���� a recent text�
book on non�wellfounded sets and circularity� and �MD���� where corecursion is further studied in
that context�
Other categorical approaches to bisimulation include �Abr���� on a domain for bisimulation�

�WN���� on categories of transition systems� �Pit���� �Fio���� and �Pit���� on mixed induction�
coinduction principles on domains in terms of relational properties� �HJ���� on functors on cat�
egories of relations� �JNW���� on a characterization of bisimulation in terms of open maps and
presheaves� In �BV���� a metric domain for bisimulation can be found�
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�
 Appendix

This section is intended to give an overview of some basic facts on sets and categories� and also
to mention one or two facts that may be less familiar� �The latter are indicated as propositions�	
It is to be consulted when needed�

On sets

Composition of functions f � S � T and g � T � U is written as g � f � S � U � We write � for
the empty set� and �  f�g for the one element set� The identity function on a set S is denoted
by �S � S � S� The sets of natural numbers and integers are denoted by

N  f�� �� �� � � �g� Z  f�� ��	�� ��	�� � � �g�

The set of functions between sets S and T is denoted by

ST  ff � S � Tg�

Let A be any set� The following notation will be used for sets of streams �or sequences� or lists	
over A�

�� A�� the set of all 
nite streams of elements of A� � denotes the empty stream�
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�� A�� the set of all non�empty 
nite streams�

�� A�� the set of all in
nite streams�

�� A�  A� � A�� the set of all 
nite and in
nite streams�

�� A��  A� �A� � the set of all non�empty 
nite and in
nite streams�

Let S be any set and R an equivalence relation on S� Let the quotient set S�R be de
ned by
S�R  f�s�R j s 
 Sg� with �s�R  fs� j �s� s�	 
 Rg� Let �R � S � S�R be the surjective mapping
sending each element s to its equivalence class �s�R� It is called the quotient map of R�
The diagonal �or equality	  S of a set S is given by

 S  fhs� si 
 S � S j s 
 Sg�

Let f � S � T be any mapping� The kernel K�f	 and the graph G�f	 of f are de
ned as follows�

K�f	  fhs� s�i j f�s	  f�s�	g�

G�f	  fhs� f�s	i j s 
 Sg�

For subsets V � S and W � T � let

f�V 	  ff�s	 j s 
 V g�

f���W 	  fs j f�s	 
 Wg�

The set f�S	 is called the image of f � More generally� for functions f � S � T and g � S � U � the
image of f and g is de
ned by

hf� gi�S	  fhf�s	� g�s	i j s 
 Sg�

Also the following notation will be used� for f � S � T � R � S � S and Q � T � T �

f�R	  fhf�s	� f�s�	i j hs� s�i 
 Rg�

f���Q	  fhs� s�i j hf�s	� f�s�	i 
 Qg�

Let S� T and U be sets� R � S�T a relation between S and T � and Q � T �U a relation between
T and U � The inverse R�� of R is de
ned by

R��  fht� si j hs� ti 
 Rg�

and the composition R �Q of R and Q is de
ned by

R �Q  fhs� ui j �t 
 T� hs� ti 
 R and ht� ui 
 Qg�

Note the di�erence in order between function composition and relation composition�

On categories

Some familiarity with the following notions will be helpful �but is not strictly necessary for un�
derstanding the rest of the paper	� category� functor� epi� mono� limit and colimit �in particular�
pullback� coequalizer� initial object� 
nal object	� opposite category� product of categories�
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On the category of sets

The category of sets and functions between them is denoted by Set � It is complete and cocomplete�
i�e�� all limits and colimits exist� A function is mono if and only if it is injective� and it is epi if
and only if it is surjective�

Proposition ��� Let F � Set � Set be an arbitrary functor� If f � S � T is mono and S is
non�empty� then F �f	 � F �S	� F �T 	 is mono as well�

Proof� Let s� 
 S and de
ne g � T � S by

g�t	 

�
s if there is �a unique	 s 
 S with t  f�s	�
s� otherwise�

Clearly� g � f  �S and hence by functoriality of F � F �g	 � F �f	  F ��S	  �F �S�� Thus F�f	 is
injective� that is� mono� �

Below the functors that are used in this paper are described� First the basic functors are listed�
which next are used to de
ne a number of composed functors�

�� The identity functor� I � Set � Set sends sets and functions to themselves�

�� The constant functor A� where A is any set� maps any set to the set A� and any function to
the identity function �A on A�

�� Coproduct �or sum	�

� � Set � Set � Set

It maps two sets to their disjoint union� a pair of functions f � S � S� and g � T � T � is
mapped to f � g � �S � T 	 � �S� � T �	� sending s in S to f�s	 and t 
 T to g�t	� The
coproduct of an indexed family of sets fSigi is denoted by

X
i

Si�

�� Product�

� � Set � Set � Set

It maps a pair of sets S and T to their Cartesian product S�T � a pair of functions f � S � S�

and g � T � T � is mapped to f � g � �S � T 	� �S� � T �	� sending hs� ti to hf�s	� g�t	i�

�� Function space�

�� Setop � Set � Set

It maps a pair of sets S and T to the set S � T of all functions from S to T � A pair of
functions f � S� � S and g � T � T � is mapped to �f � g	 � �S � T 	 � �S� � T �	� which
sends � 
 S � T to g � � � f 
 S� � T �� This functor will mostly be used with a 
xed
choice� a set A say� for the left argument� Then it is denoted as follows�

�		A � Set � Set �
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�� Powerset�

P � Set � Set

It maps a set S to the set of all its subsets P�S	  fV j V � Sg� A function f � S � T is
mapped to P�f	 � P�S	� P�T 	� which is de
ned� for any V � S� by P�f	�V 	  f�V 	� We
shall also encounter the �nite powerset� Pf �S	  fV j V � S and V is 
nite g�

�� Contravariant powerset�

�P � Setop � Set

acts on sets as P does� �P�S	  P�S	� A function f � S � T is mapped to �P�f	 � �P�T 	 �
�P�S	� which is de
ned� for any V � T � by �P�f	�V 	  f���V 	� Because

fV j V � Sg  �S

�by representing a subset by its characteristic function	� the contravariant powerset functor
could equivalently be described as F �S	  �S � �Note that the de
nition on functions would
indeed be the same�	 The contravariant powerset functor will in particular be considered in
composition with itself�

�P � �P � Set � Set �

One easily veri
es that a function f � S � T is mapped by this composition to

�P� �P�f		 � �P� �P�S		� �P� �P�T 		� V �� fW � T j f���W 	 
 Vg�

Next a few examples are given of functors that are obtained by combining one or more of the basic
functors mentioned above�

�� F��S	  � � S

�� F��S	  A� S

�� F��S	  � � �A� S	

�� F
�S	  S � S

�� F��S	  P�A� S	

�� F��S	  �B � S	A

�� F��S	  � � ��A� S	� �A� S		

The de
nition of how these functors act on functions� follows from the de
nitions of the basic
functors above� For instance� the functor F� sends a function f � S � T to the function �B� f	A�
which maps a function � in �B � S	A to the function �� in �B � T 	A� de
ned by ���a	  hb� f�s	i�
where ��a	  hb� si�
Next a few limit and colimit constructions in Set are described explicitly� A pullback of

functions f � S � T and g � U � T is a triple �P� k � P � S� l � P � U	 with f � k  g � l
such that for any set X and functions i � X � S and j � X � U with f � i  g � j there exists a
unique �so�called mediating	 function h � X � P with k � h  i and l � h  j� In Set � a pullback
of functions f � S � T and g � U � T always exists� the set

P  fhs� ui 
 S � U j f�s	  g�u	g�

with projections �� � P � S and �� � P � U � is a pullback of f and g�
If �P� k� l	 is a pullback of two functions f and g that are mono then k and l are mono�
We shall also need the following notion� a weak pullback is de
ned in the same way as a

pullback� but without the requirement that the mediating function be unique� Weak and strong
are the same if all functions involved are mono�
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Proposition ��� A weak pullback consisting of mono�s is an �ordinary	 pullback� �

A coequalizer of two functions f � S � T and g � S � T is a pair �U� c � T � U	 with
c � f  c � g such that for any function h � T � V with h � f  h � g there exists a unique function
i � U � V such that i � c  h� Also coequalizers always exist in Set � The quotient of T with
respect to the smallest equivalence relation on T that contains the set

fhf�s	� g�s	i j s 
 Sg

is a coequalizer of f and g� For a set S and an equivalence relation R on S� the quotient map
�R � S � S�R can be readily seen to be the coequalizer of the projections from R to S�

R
����
��

��
S ���R

S�R�

The following diagrams show how in Set � the diagonal of a set S� and the kernel and the graph of
a function f � S � T can be obtained as pullbacks�

 S
����

��
��

S

��
�S

S ��
�S

S�

K�f	 ����

��
��

S

��
f

S ��
f

T�

G�f	 ����

��
��

S

��
f

T ��
�T

T�

The composition of two relations can be described by means of pullback and image as follows�
Consider two relations R and Q

R

��
r�

��
��

��
r�
		

		
Q

��
q�

��
��

��
q�








S T U�

with projections ri and qi� If we 
rst take a pullback

X

��
x�

��
��

��
x�
��

��

R

��
r�

��
��

��
r�







Q

��
q�

��
��

��
q�








S T U�

then it is easy to see that the composition of R and Q is the image of r� � x� and q� � x��

R �Q  hr� � x�� q� � x�i�X	�

The union of a collection of relations fRi � S � Tgi can be obtained by means of coproduct and
image� consider

S
P

iRi
oo k ��l

T�

where k and l are the componentwise projections� Then�
i

Ri  hk� li�
X
i

Ri	�

The intersection of a collection fVkgk of subsets of a set S can be constructed by means of a
generalized pullback� which is so to speak a pullback of a whole family of arrows at the same time�
as follows� T

kVk
��

��

Vk

��
ik

Vk� ��
ik�

S�

where fik � Vk � Sgk are the inclusion mappings� Note that all functions are mono�
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Proposition ��� Let F � Set � Set be a functor that preserves weak pullbacks� i�e�� transforms
weak pullbacks into weak pullbacks� Then F preserves intersections�

Proof� Because F preserves weak pullbacks� the diagram above is transformed by F into a weak
pullback diagram�

F �
T
kVk	

��

��

F �Vk	

��
F �ik�

F �Vk� 	 ��
F �ik� �

F �S	�

Because all functions in the original diagram are mono� and because F preserves mono�s �Proposi�
tion ����	� all functions in the second diagram are mono as well� By Proposition ����� the diagram
is again a pullback in Set � Thus F �

T
kVk	 is �isomorphic to	

T
kF �Vk	� �

As we shall see in Section � and Section �� the requirement that functors preserve weak pullbacks
is needed at various places in the theory� Therefore it is worthwhile to examine which functors
have this property� First an easy proposition�

Proposition ��� If a functor F � Set � Set preserves pullbacks then it also preserves weak
pullbacks� �

Many �combinations of the	 functors mentioned above preserve pullbacks and hence weak pull�
backs� To mention a few relevant examples� constant functors� identity� A � �		� A � �		� �		A

�where A ia an arbitrary set	� The proofs are easy� For instance� it is straightforward to prove
that A � R� where R is the pullback of two functions f � S � U and g � T � U � is the pullback
of the functions A� f � A� S � A� U and A� g � A� T � A� U �
An exception is the �covariant	 powerset functor� Consider �  f�g and �  f�� �g� and let

f � �� � be the unique constant function� Then

R  fh�� �i� h�� �i� h�� �i� h�� �ig

is a pullback of f with itself� but P�R	 is not a pullback of Pf with itself� It is� however� a weak
pullback� More generally� it is not di�cult to prove that P preserves weak pullbacks �cf� �Tur���	�
There is one functor in our list above that does not even preserve weak pullbacks� It is the

contravariant powerset functor composed with itself � �P � �P	� Take� for instance� S  fs�� s�� s�g�
T  ft�� t�� t�g� U  fu�� u�g� f � S � U de
ned by fs� �� u�� s� �� u�� s� �� u�g and g � T � U
de
ned by ft� �� u�� t� �� u�� t� �� u�g� Then the image of the pullback of f and g is not a pullback
and not even a weak pullback�
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